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Abstract 

Accurate and reliable quantification of human physical and physiological state 

using wearable sensing devices is paramount in health monitoring and safety 

surveillance, which necessitates the measurement of relevant signals from vari

ous on-body spots. The unobtrusiveness and economic considerations urge data 

fusion techniques to provide proper estimations to eliminate the sensors with 

lower observational power and significance in body status representation. The 

data of the main sensing unit need to be predictive for the in-control and out

of-control physical states of a human. This significant predictive power enables 

us to develop the proper monitoring systems for the prediction of critical states 

prior to any potential safety and health incident. The present Ph.D. dissertation 

attempted to establish a stepping stone for the development of such a frame

work. In this regard, Kalman filter was employed to estimate the hip acceler

ation and trunk posture from a posteriori data of a single inertial measurement 

unit (IMU) at the ankle and a priori information from Fourier series approxima

tion to relate body kinematics considering the periodic nature of gait. Using 

the ankle IMU data alone, support vector machine (SVM) classification of the 

kinematic profile features derived by a template matching pattern recognition 

xv 



technique ($1 Recognizer) was applied on the gait strides segmented through 

a novel stepwise search-based segmentation algorithm. A non-parametric ag

glomerative method for multivariate change point detection and time series pat

tern analysis was examined on the stride trajectory features across a prolonged 

daily occupational task. The research outcomes for 20 subjects suggested the er

ror rates of 6.5% and 3.12% for hip acceleration and trunk posture estimations, 

respectively. The single sensor fatigue classification showed 90% accuracy uti

lizing gait stride features. The prolonged gait monitoring scheme presented 

promising results in early detection and prevention of fatigue based on the sub

jective declarations for 15 recruited participants. These research studies pro

posed a framework for safety surveillance and fatigue monitoring to prevent 

safety incidents utilizing a minimal set of sensors and data that can be extended 

to other movement monitoring application in healthcare through the ordinary 

smart wearable devices. 
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Introduction 

1.1 Human Gait as a General Health Index 

As the primary form of movement shaping the majority of daily activities, walk

ing/gait has been identified as a general health index due to its relation to au

tonomy [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Gait analysis includes the measurement and biome

chanical interpretation of kinematic and kinetic parameters in human locomo

tion to identify, prevent, and recover motion abnormalities [8, 7]. Among the 

applications are sports training to identify the faults and improve the perfor

mance of athletes [9, 10], in orthopedics and rehabilitation to monitor the treat

ment process in longitudinal studies [11, 12] and in biomedical engineering as a 

tool for the characterization of human locomotion [13, 7]. 

The main characteristics involved in gait analysis are segmental body kine

matics captured through imaging and inertial measurements, ground and body 

kinetic interactions by pressure sensors and force plates, and muscle activi

ties using electromyographic (EMG) sensors. Accurate measurement of joints 
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angular rotation and body segments translational motion is necessary for any 

method of gait analysis to compare pathological and normal gait patterns [14]. 

In addition, various gait parameters have been shown to serve for exoskeleton 

design optimization, sports biomechanics, injury prevention and independent 

fall risk prediction [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. There is a lack of consensus on the sig

nificance level of different biomechanical parameters to contribute in the gait 

quality of the healthy population. However, as suggested by several studies, 

spatiotemporal parameters, e.g. gait velocity, cadence and step/stride length 

and duration appear to be the most relevant measures in this regard [20, 21, 7]. 

The main characteristic of human gait is the periodic nature and repetitive 

motions of body segments that constitute sequential phases to facilitate the loco

motion [13, 22, 7]. There are several functions associated with gait that include: 

a) helping the support of head, arms and trunk with keeping the lower limb 

as a semirigid structure; b) maintaining the balance and upright posture; c) en

abling the body to navigate through obstacles through a smooth heel strike or 

toe off with the aid of lower extremity muscles; d) providing forward veloc

ity through mechanical energy generation by the contraction of corresponding 

muscles; and e) aiding with the stability and shock absorption capability of the 

musculoskeletal system [23]. 

A closer look into the detailed phases of gait is insightful for a determina

tive information acquisition to be used in health and safety assessments. A gait 

cycle, as the whole phasic pictures of one foot during a stride time, is defined 

by the time interval between two consecutive foot initial contacts (heel strikes). 

The same sequences are true for the opposite foot, however, with a 180° phase 

difference. Descriptors of gait, that should be similar for both feet in a healthy 

individual, comprise: a) step/stride length and width and foot angle (spatial), 
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b) step/stride time and cadence (temporal), and c) walking speed (spatiotem

poral) [23]. Figure 1.1 depicts the spatial descriptors in one gait cycle. Gait 

consists of two main phases, i.e. stance phase (initial contact and loading re

sponse for weight acceptance by the limb, and midstance and terminal stance 

for single-limb support) and swing phase (pre-swing, initial swing, mid-swing 

and terminal swing for limb advancement) [13]. Figure 1.2 shows the phases of 

gait with the corresponding terminology and functional roles. 

The stride length along with the respective proportions between different 

gait phases change following a variation in the walking speed [23]. However, 

any gait instance includes each of these phases regardless of the walking surface 

and speed. Specifically, the foot acceleration profile includes a large peak and 

a small peak that correspond to heel strike and toe off, respectively [25]. This 

consistency in pattern provides an important insight for developing a segmen

tation algorithm to detect the gait cycles from a generic sensor-based activity 

signal (see Sections 4.2.2.2 and 5.2.3.2). 

1.2 Gait Analysis in Human Safety and Health 

Gait characteristics can be significantly influenced by the workload from body 

activities [26, 27]. Daily tasks with prolonged duration, high repetition and/or 

intensive force exertion can induce physical stress on the body, resulting in fa

tigue when continued [28]. Fatigue has been regarded as a major safety and 

health issue because of its significant involvement in injury risk increment and 

work performance decrement [28, 29, 30]. Fatigue, as a common root-cause of 

traumatic injuries at work, is a widespread issue with about 38% prevalence in 

the U.S. workforce causing > $101 billion in economic burden [31, 29]. Among 
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Figure 1.1: Gait cycle with the corresponding spatial descriptors_ 

Note: Adapted from David J Magee_ Orthopedic physical assessment. Elsevier 
Health Sciences, 2013_ [23] 

the physical activities, walking has been considered as the primary form of daily 

occupational and non-occupational tasks causing lower extremity muscle fa

tigue [32, 33, 34]_ A survey of manufacturing workforce revealed that fatigue 

prevalence is approximately 45% due to the 5_7 h of average walking duration 

for each worker in the work shift [35]_ 

Fatigue, due to gait or in general, is associated with the familiar sense of 

difficulty in continuing a level of physical activity_ Despite the inception of 
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Figure 1.2: Visual illustration of gait phases and the correponding terminology_ 

Note: Adapted from David J Magee_ Orthopedic physical assessment. Elsevier 
Health Sciences, 2013; and GG Simoneau_ Kinesiology of walking_Kinesiology 
of the musculoskeletalsystem: foundations for physical rehabilitation, 1:523, 
2002_ [23, 24] 

fatigue-inducing microscopic physiological phenomena from the beginning of 

a physical activity, the emergence of fatigue evidence delays until after a pro

longed duration_ Fatigue usually accompany with the overuse of muscles by 

their contraction during activities_ Increase in intramuscular pressure restrains 

the amount of energy supply due to the restriction of blood flow in the muscles. 

The microscopic mechanisms incorporated in the progression of neuromuscular 

fatigue, as a multi-dimensional phenomenon, ranging from the central nervous 

system to the individual muscle fibers. A continuous reduction in adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP) and phosphocreatine supply rate below the required energy 
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Figure 1.3: An example of raw (top) and filtered (bottom) acceleration in vertical 
axis recorded from a smartphone in the pocket. 

Notes: The minimums following the large peak and small peak correspond 
to the heel strike and toe off, respectively. Adapted from Brad Manor et al. 
Smartphone appbased assessment of gait during normal and dual-taskwalking: 
Demonstration of validity and reliability. JMIR mHealth and uHealth, 6(1), 
2018. [25] 

demands leads to a decline in force, causing the accumulation of metabolites, 

e.g. lactic acid and H +, or reduction in intracellular pH. In high-frequency stim

ulations, the excitability of the muscle membrane might be damaged resulting 

in the accumulations of K+ in the extracellular spaces, referred to muscle con

tractile failure [36]. 

In gait, fatigue not only can impair the performance of the human muscu

loskeletal system, but also the related functions including the shock waves at

tenuation ability of muscles in bending stress prevention for bones during the 
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heel strike phase [37]. The prolonged walking induced fatigue affects the mus

cular activities of tibialis anterior and biceps femoris by changing the time and 

frequency features of their physiological electric signals, i.e. a downward shift 

in the mean power frequency (MPF) of EMG signal in dynamic movements such 

as running [38, 39]. Additionally, the kinematic parameters captured in gait 

have been shown to be altered following gait-induced fatigue [40]. Reduction 

in back acceleration and walking speed as a compensation for enhancing the 

local dynamic stability to avoid falling are among the examples [41, 39]. Gait 

kinematics was reported as a significant measure for the indication of gait sta

bility, abnormal gait patterns, and slip-induced falls in case of walking induced 

fatigue [42, 42, 43, 32]. 

In order to be effective in detection, monitoring and recovery of abnormali

ties, the gait analysis system need to be accurate, unobtrusive and cost-efficient 

[3, 44, 45]. The gait patterns of an individual can be assessed through the kine

matic measurements in global or local 3D coordinates and kinetic calculations 

in different body landmarks by inverse dynamic relations knowing the com

ponents of ground reaction force and pressure distributions as well as the ac

tivation levels of muscles [8, 7]. The "gold standard" in gait analysis corre

sponds to the marker-based systems made up of infrared cameras and markers 

on the body of the subject. Although accurate, they are costly and inapplicable 

for outside laboratory and prolonged daily activities. Force plates have been 

used for gait analysis, mostly for kinetic calculations through inverse dynam

ics, however, with the similar issues as the marker-based systems [45, 7, 46]. 

This emphasizes the importance of employing less expensive, easy-to-use and 

non-interfering devices for gait and activity monitoring. 
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1.2.1 Wearable Systems for Human Gait Monitoring 

The data observation and representation will be more effective by a proper vi

sualization instead of an abstract elaboration, as "seeing" makes knowledge re

liable and trustworthy [47]. Wearable computers and appliances constitute an 

integral part of the current human lifestyle to monitor the multisource data, 

process to obtain the interpretable information, and make a decision and/or in

tervention [48]. Human behaviors, e.g. physical activity, can be altered toward 

a healthier habit and lifestyle by educating and motivating individuals through 

the information reported by the unobtrusive sensing and wearable technology 

to acquire the health-related data [49]. 

Wearable devices, as the new generation of gait analysis systems, have been 

widely used in the home- and clinical-based monitoring due to their affordable 

price, portable structure and non-invasive attachment [50, 51, 52, 13]. These 

devices are multifunctional, so translatable between different research fields 

[53, 54, 55, 56, 52]. As the primitive systems in activity monitoring, acceleration

based devices have been used to measure different spatiotemporal parameters, 

e.g. step count, step length and walking speed [57, 58, 59, 60], however, more 

comprehensive and detailed parameterization of human movement require fur

ther sensing equipment, i.e. gyroscopes and magnetometers, forming an IMU 

[61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 7]. 

To have a high observational power to acquire the highest possible infor

mation level, the configuration of wearable devices is of pivotal importance in 

terms of: 1) locality, 2) placement, and 3) modality. The locality is referred to two 

forms: a) the central computer and storage facility comes along with the sensor, 

and b) the sensor is located on a remote wearable device. Although important 
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for real-time monitoring and data processing systems, locality is detrimental 

due to heat dissipation and energy consumption. Thus, the proper location of 

on-body wearable sensors is crucial for a noise-free data collection [66]. 

There are challenges associated with the use of wearable devices for an ef

fective health promotion [67]. First, the motivation for owning such devices 

depends on their affordability. Based on a survey of wearable device users, 48% 

were younger than 35 years and only 29% earn more than $100 thousand annu

ally. This highlights the alternative financial plans from the employers or insur

ance companies to cover the device expenses to help the individuals better ad

here to the monitoring and medication, resulting in a major saving in healthcare 

and safety costs. Second, some efforts are required from the individuals to wear 

the device regularly and recharge as necessary. A survey of wearable device 

users showed that they stopped using the device in more than half of the cases 

which brings up the importance of unobtrusive options, e.g. smartphones [49]. 

Third, the target behavior must be tracked accurately using the corresponding 

measuring method with the highest observational power. Fourth, the accurately 

recorded data need to be processed and returned back to the user as an under

standable feedback to make a sustained motivation for an action toward health 

and safety improvement specifically for the group of audience with a chronic 

health disorder [67]. The sensing platforms need to be unobtrusive in terms of 

the economic cost, user acceptance, minimized motion artifact and low power 

design as the measures of usability and functionality for practical applications 

[49, 68]. 
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1.2.2 Human Gait Data Fusion 

The human and his behaviors can be represented quantitatively and tracked 

objectively through "big data", which was first introduced by the ideology of 

"dataism" [69]. However, there is a long journey from a recorded data to an ac

tual change of behavior, which passes through different branches of physical sci

ence as the toolbox for data interpretations as well as life science from which the 

interventions based on the existing recommendations are out-sourced [67]. To 

improve the observational power, employing multi-dimensional sensing tech

nology is important to capture different aspects of personal health status from 

heterogeneous data followed by a unified and meaningful decision making for 

diagnosis and intervention through multisensor data fusion [49, 70]. Data fu

sion in this context is defined as an efficient and automated method of translat

ing data from multiple sources into a structured and interpretable information 

for an accurate intervention [49]. Healthcare data fusion, that can be extended 

to gait data fusion for human safety considering the interchangeability of health 

and safety indicators, is a multidisciplinary research area incorporating various 

techniques, e.g. signal processing, information theory, statistical estimation and 

inference, artificial intelligence and different branches of life science such as bi

ology, anatomy, bioinformatics and biomechanics. 

Data fusion must take place after the required filtering of the noisy, irrel

evant and redundant information that accompany the human-related data to 

avoid spurious results diminishing the clinical and safety decision. The fusion 

algorithms were generally categorized into different groups [49]: 

(a) Statistical approaches: established based on multivariate statistical analysis 

and data mining algorithms among which a weighted arithmetic mean is 
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considered as a trivial method, however, inappropriate for the data with 

dissimilar nature in different dimensions [71]. 

(b) Probabilistic approaches: developed based on probability theory [72], maxi

mum likelihood estimation [73], and evidence theory. Kalman filter is the 

most widely used probabilistic fusion algorithm due to the optimality in 

mean-squared error results and ease of implementation, however, unfit for 

the systems with non-parametric error characteristics. 

(c) Artificial intelligence: including genetic algorithms and artificial neural net

works with the goal of obtaining a high-level understanding for a ma

chine, inspired from the information processing in a biological nervous 

system. The neural network is trained based on the network parameter 

optimization. 

The integration of sensing data with the non-sensing ones, e.g. genetic, med

ication, anthropometric and demographic information, as the contextual health

related and personalized data is crucial for a proper detection and interpreta

tion. To identify the complex relationship among the sensing and non-sensing 

variables, various methods have been utilized including Bayesian network, neu

ral network, association rules, pattern recognition and logistic regression. De

spite the promising results from such methods as a complementary means of 

decision support in the health- and safety-related domains, the issues of overfit

ting, computational costs and complex expert-required interpretation demolish 

their superiority. These data fusion methods are categorized within data mining 

and machine learning algorithms as a broader range of methodologies for data 

post-processing in these domains. 
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The attachment of wearable IMU to body segments, as an unobtrusive de

vice for motion tracking, enables the quantification of human movement pat

terns, particularly for gait assessment. However, a data fusion algorithm is 

required to blend the information from each sensing unit to overcome their 

significant individual shortcomings, i.e. unknown initial angle and the large 

amount of over-time drift in gyroscope, considerable noise and incapability of 

accelerometer in providing the correct angular position in case of translational 

movements, and the sensitivity of magnetometers to the local magnetic fields 

and the resulting disturbance in such environments [7, 74]. Assuming the inter

nal sensor fusion in IMUs, the trade-off remains between the restrictions in the 

quantity of on-body devices and the importance of a detailed and explanatory 

human movement reproduction by multi-location data acquisition across the 

body. This highlights the demand for an external data fusion across different 

on-body sensors through advanced optimal estimation methods [46]. 

1.3 Research Goals 

Kinematic characteristics of different body sites in gait need to be acquired 

through appropriate sensor systems in order for an accurate monitoring of phys

ical exposure and fatigue identification, as a major safety and health concern 

[75, 76, 77]. Furthermore, various range of applications in clinical evaluation 

and decision making for patients with upper extremity disorders require the 

assessment of whole body kinematics data [78]. Optimization of on-body sen

sor quantity and location can be achieved by discarding a part of sensing units 

but estimating their kinematic measurements from alternative physical spots. 

Studies have suggested that prolonged walking activities impose a greater ef-
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feet on ankle muscles compared to the others in the lower extremity, e.g. knee 

muscles, by impairing the joint motion sense. This happens due to a disruption 

in the central processing of proprioceptive signals induced by lumbar extensor 

fatigue, serving as an incitement for focusing on ankle kinematic measurements 

[39, 79]. Additionally, the ankle can be considered as the safest non-conflicting 

location while performing occupational activities, e.g. away from machinery, 

and the most reliable location for accurately identifying different gait phases 

by sensing direct ground reaction forces and capturing the subsequent acceler

ation, thus serves as the estimating spot. This makes the lower body input data 

as the starting point of upper body kinematics analysis through inverse dynam

ics or data fusion, which can be analyzed independently for exposure assess

ment and human safety surveillance through unsafe fatigued state prediction 

and classification. Assuming that the ankle-based fatigue detection is success

ful and in order to prevent the workplace accidents and injuries, it is necessary 

to develop exposure assessment strategies and tools for controlling the workers 

in the presence of critical occupational hazards. The effectiveness of monitoring 

systems in exposure measurement depends on their capability in out-of-control 

and fatigued state prediction to avoid any potential health and safety incident. 

This requires an accurate and continuous monitoring of a quantified level of 

physical and physiological exposure in the workers for a changepoint analysis. 

This dissertation aims to propose a safety and health surveillance mech

anism for human physical fatigue monitoring and prediction based on body 

movement patterns captured through wearable sensors with a data fusion and 

machine learning approach [80]. The chapters in this document present the re

spective studies to achieve this goal by answering the following research ques

tions: 
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1. How to achieve an optimized configuration for wearable inertial sensors 

for unobtrusive monitoring of daily physical exposures? 

2. Is it possible to distinguish physical fatigue based on the gait patterns us

ing only a single wearable inertial sensor at the ankle? 

3. If the answer to question 2 is yes, how can fatigue be monitored and 

predicted in a prolonged occupational task based on the changes in foot 

movement patterns over time? 



Validation of Kinematics Estimation 

from IM U Data Compared to the 

Marker-based Motion Capture 

System 

2.1 Introduction 

Wearable motion sensors are the main choice for clinical and industrial applica

tions due to their affordability, portability, and easy-to-use configuration. The 

portability, robustness, and lightness are the determining factors for a success

ful system in these applications. The most critical point to be considered in 

such systems is their tendency to have low accuracy in the resulted kinemat

ics [81]. This issue is primarily due to the imperfect performance for inertial 

sensors within these MEMS devices in terms of dynamic range limitations and 

noise [82]. Drift is the other issue which is more of concern in gyroscopes and 
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arises from biasing that varies with voltage and temperature [83, 84, 85]. High

precision gyroscopes, e.g., fiber optic or ring laser, provide a more accurate 

measurement, however, the costly precision components, time-inefficiency in 

calibration and alignment, and higher power consumption hinders their broad 

applicability other than military purposes [86, 87, 88, 89]. The most feasible ap

proach for improving the performance of IMUs is to fuse the data of different 

sources for higher accuracy achievements. Analysis of kinematics data from 

motion sensors is important in various applications including in biomechanics 

of human motion. The accurate interpretation of the human physical, physi

ological, and behavioral condition necessitates incorporating an accurate and 

robust data fusion and kinematics calculation methodology for estimating the 

desired movement features. 

Motion capture devices are camera-based systems that are used for various 

movement recording applications for an object or human ranging from military 

to sports and entertainment [90]. The motion tracking systems were initially 

designed and developed for the research in biomechanics. The key components 

of these optical systems in both active and passive categories are the markers 

and at least two cameras depending on the dimension of movements, i.e. 2D 

or 3D. In the passive systems, the cameras are surrounded by emitting lights 

along with the markers coated by retroreflective materials attached to the target 

surface [91]. The threshold in camera is adjustable according to the natural light 

of the environment so that only the bright reflective markers can be sampled, 

ignoring the skin, fabric or other metallic objects. In the active systems, on the 

other hand, the markers light up or blink distinctively to be captured by the 

cameras. The position of markers can be tracked and the motion is mapped 

onto a virtual "skeleton" of the object in the calibrated 3D environment. The 
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motion capture systems suffer from the high possibility for the occlusion of the 

markers in complex movement patterns and costliness. However, these systems 

have a high precision making them a gold standard for position tracking and 

validating other movement tracking devices [81]. 

The accuracy and precision of calculated features from IMUs is necessary 

for the validity of results in the other sections of this dissertation, specifically, 

for kinematics estimation methods in EKF and UKF described in Chapter 3. 

The accurate measurement model in the Kalman filter algorithm from the target 

locations leads to a valid kinematics estimation. The purpose of this section is 

to investigate the accuracy of kinematics estimation from the IMU system used 

in this study compared to the Vicon motion capture system. 

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Experimental Test 

One female subject (23 years of age, 160 cm of stature, and 50 kg of weight) 

who was recruited for a fatigue study in construction tasks and passed all the 

required protocols wore one IMU sensor at the ankle along with the Vicon re

flective markers in motion capture (MC) system (https:/ /www.Vicon.com/) at 

the same location. The IMU device used in this study was Shimmer3 (Shim

mer3, SHIMMER, Dublin, Ireland, www.shimmersensing.com) which includes 

a 3-axis accelerometer and a 3-axis gyroscope. The sensor was fully portable and 

easily attachable with the straps (see 3.2.1 for more information on the IMU sys

tem). The Vicon system constituted 21 cameras places in 3D space to record the 

location of spherical reflective markers placed on different body locations. The 

www.shimmersensing.com
www.Vicon.com
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Figure 2.1: The sequences of walking task performed on a rectangular path with 
one IMU at the ankle (top) along with the snapshots of live Vicon recordings 
(bottom). 

Nexus software enabled the operator to build and modify the template based on 

different anthropometric information of the subjects. The proper calibrations 

for the MC system using an active wand and for the IMU using the Shimmer 

calibration software were performed. The participant was asked to walk on a 

rectangular path (sized ~3 m x ~4 m) for about 3 minutes with a self-selected 

pace (Figure 2.1). The recorded data from the IMU was processed to get the 

segmented gait cycles for obtaining the position trajectory of the ankle through 

the numerical methods described in Section 4.2.2. 

2.2.2 Data Processing 

In order to calculate the desired kinematics, e.g. position trajectory, from the 

IMU data, the proper pre-processing is required through data fusion and filter

ing techniques. Accurate measurement for the angular position of the sensor at 
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the ankle is required to obtain the acceleration data, and all the following de

rived kinematics, in the global coordinate system. There are two sources of data 

available for the calculation of angular information, i.e. acceleration and gyro

scope signals using the equations for the dynamics of motion. The following 

equations were used to obtain the angles from acceleration data: 

(2.la) 

0,",Y ~ arctan ( (2.lb) 

(2.lc) 

where ax, ay, and az are the acceleration data in x, y, and z axes, respectively. 

0acc is the angular position calculated from the acceleration signal. On the other 

hand, the equation of motion dynamics to derive the angular position from gyro 

rates in each axis is: 

t t 

0gyr = lor 0gyrdt :=:::; L 0gyrTs. (2.2) 
0 

where 0gyr is the gyroscope angular rate, 0gyr is the angular position derived 

from the dynamics of motion, tis time, and Ts is the time interval for discrete 

time calculations of the angular position (right side of the equation). 

Kalman filter with the assumption of uncorrelated white Gaussian process 

and measurement noises was used to fuse the angular position data from the 

above two sources and eliminate their individual shortcomings. The filtered 
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angular position converted to the quaternion representation was used to trans

late the acceleration signal expressed in the local frame of reference to the global 

frame through the transformation relation: 

axyz = qaxyzq,q = cos(0/2) + sin(0/2)ft (2.3) 

where axyz is the acceleration magnitude in the global frame of reference, axyz 

is the acceleration magnitude in the sensor local coordinate system, q is the 

quaternion conjugate of q, 0 is the rotation angle, and ft is the unit vector. 

The transformed acceleration data (axyz) was smoothed with a 4th order 

Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 4 Hz. Once on the signal 

of each axis and the second time on the magnitude of filtered signals. 

2.2.2.1 Segmentation of IMU Data 

In order to identify and segment the gait cycles containing consecutive heel 

strikes and toe offs, a step wise search-based segmentation algorithm was de

vised and employed. The proposed algorithm searches for the mentioned heel 

strike and toe off instances by considering a time window of a specific size, 

which needs to be defined based on the walking pace and the sensor sampling 

rate. The working mechanism of this algorithm is based on locating the two 

peaks residing in any gait cycle regardless of the walking surface and pace, 

meeting a threshold on their minimum value and ratio (see Sections 4.2.2.2 and 

5.2.3.2 for more detail) [92]. Knowing the segments of acceleration magnitude, 

the extraction of other motion profiles, e.g. position, was possible. 
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2.2.2.2 Position Estimation in IMU Data 

The non-gravitational acceleration data represented in the global frame was 

used to calculate the velocity by employing the trapezoidal numerical integra

tion and removing the velocity bias through a modified Zero Velocity Update 

(ZUPT) algorithm introduced by [93]. In the final step, the estimated position 

trajectories in the local frame was transferred to the Frenet-Serret frame to re

move the misalignment effects in the sensor attachment at the ankle. 

2.2.2.3 Gait Cycle Extraction in Vicon Position Data 

The positional trajectories of each gait cycle from the Vicon data was extracted 

manually from each toe off to the next heel strike by removing the stationary 

positions, i.e. the points that were accumulated in a small space. This process 

was done using 3D plot and manual data point selection feature in MATLAB. 

2.2.2.4 Evaluation Metrics and Validation 

The accuracy and precision of the kinematics estimation were calculated with 

the goal of IMU results validation. The performance was determined by finding 

the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the point-to-point distances between po

sition trajectories and the absolute percent error of the stride lengths and stride 

heights from the IMU and Vicon data across 20 clear steps. 

2.3 Results 

The results of the angular position calculated from the accelerometer and gy

roscope are provided in Figure 2.2. None of these two sources provide a re-
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liable angular information due to 1) noise in the acceleration data and non

gravitational forces added to the accelerometer during the movement and 2) 

high accumulated drift over time in the angular rate of the gyroscope. Kalman 

filter was able to provide a reliable angular position by fusing the data and elim

inating the noise and drift of two sources (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2: The results of angular position calculation from accelerometer (top) 
and gyroscope (middle) along with the estimated results after applying data 
fusion algorithm by Kalman filter (bottom). 

Having the angular positions, the acceleration data were transformed to the 

global frame of reference using the quaternion relations (see Section 4.2.2.1). 
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Figure 2.3 shows the acceleration data in the local frame of the IMU and after the 

transformation to the global frame. This transformation results in the removal 

of biases in the acceleration data of each axis, ax, ay, and az, which are due to 

the misalignment of the IMU on the ankle w.r.t the global frame. 
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Figure 2.3: The acceleration data in the local frame of IMU (top) and after the 
transformation to the global frame of reference (bottom). 

Figure 2.4 provides the acceleration and the velocity magnitudes. The ac

celeration results show an asymptotically zero value before the start point of 

the movement indicating the accuracy of Kalman filter results and gravitational 

acceleration elimination after the spatial transformations. 

The one-by-one comparison of position trajectories derived from the IMU 

and measured by the Vicon system is provided in Figure 2.5. The detailed quan

titative results of stride heights and stride lengths from IMU compared to Vicon 

are presented for each stride in Table 2.1. The mean (SD) values of absolute 
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Figure 2.4: The magnitudes of acceleration (top) and velocity by kinematics cal
culation (bottom). 

differences were 19 (11) and 132 (91) mm for stride height and stride length, 

respectively. The results showed 9% (0.11 m) error in point-to-point distance 

measurements between the position trajectories calculated from the IMU com

pared to the Vicon measurements. In addition, 15% error was observed for both 

stride height and stride length features. 

Comparing Gait Step Position Trajectories from IMU Estimation and Vicon Measurement 
0.4 I I I I I I I I I I I 

0.3 1·-· IMU Estimation I 
- VICON Measurement 

0 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 
X(m) 

Figure 2.5: Gait step position trajectories comparison between IMU estimation 
and Vicon measurement. 

Note: the stride trajectories from the Vicon motion capture system after manual 
segmentation (blue solid line) and the segments extracted from the proposed 
algorithm in Section 4.2.2.2 (red dotted line). 
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Table 2.1: The values of stride heights and stride lengths from IMU compared 
to Vicon. 

Note: the results are presented for IMU estimation, Vicon measurement and 
their absolute difference(~) in mm. 

Stride Height (mm) Stride Length (mm) 
Stride Number IMU Vicon I'-,. IMU Vicon I'-,. 

1 121 115 6 680 898 218 
2 82 109 27 893 900 7 
3 197 205 8 935 825 110 
4 73 101 28 1087 967 120 
5 91 100 9 845 982 137 
6 164 171 7 1130 918 212 
7 101 127 26 731 872 141 
8 150 193 43 1125 832 293 
9 105 115 10 830 892 62 
10 102 120 18 827 848 21 
11 106 126 20 863 909 46 
12 116 103 13 971 867 104 
13 149 158 9 844 921 77 
14 79 106 27 751 875 124 
15 110 86 24 994 1121 127 
16 129 127 2 938 942 4 
17 198 157 41 980 725 255 
18 69 90 21 1065 961 104 
19 105 126 21 826 948 122 
20 110 119 9 1174 843 331 

Mean (SD) 118 (37) 128 (33) 19 (11) 925 (141) 902 (79) 132 (91) 

2.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

The results of position trajectory comparison between the IMU and Vicon sys-

tern were indicative of the adequacy in the accuracies for estimated kinematics. 

The point-to-point distances between the same-sized position trajectories after 

resampling is a competent measure for the detailed pattern comparison as a sim-

ilarity index between two sources of time series data [94]. In addition, the tangi-

ble features that can be used for the purposes of movement pattern classification 

and pattern changepoint detection need to provide information about the walk

ing pace and energy expenditure in fatigue-related activities. The stride length 

and stride height can presumably contain such information [95, 96]. The existing 
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body of literature concentrating on the validation of IMU measurements mostly 

address the comparison of angular positions estimated in the first step after sen

sor fusion [81, 97, 98]. However, gait pattern analysis requires the investigation 

of more complex, various, and informative features which are interpretable in 

biomechanics and ergonomics points of view. In order to get such features, fur

ther analyses are necessary, adding higher levels of uncertainty, specifically in 

velocity calculations through ZUPT algorithm to overcome the biasing errors by 

forcing the velocities to be pushed back to zero during the stance phases of gait 

[57, 99] (see Figure 2.4 (bottom)). With this in mind, the accuracy is expected to 

be diminished in such cases. 

There are a number of studies that assess the position trajectories mea

sured/estimated in walking, however, in contrast to the present work, their 

approaches include multi-device/model data fusion and/or compare the total 

path length in a person navigation setting [100, 101, 102]. Fusca et al. [102] con

ducted a validation study in cadence estimation by IMU with 5.6% error rate 

compared to the gold standard motion capture system, however, they enriched 

the IMU estimations with their harmonic oscillator kinematic model of the cen

ter of mass. In another study, Zizzo and Ren [103] fused the IMU data with 

ultrasound range measurements to improve the accuracy by 15% to achieve 4-

5%. In a pedestrian navigation study [104], the IMU data was combined with a 

secondary source of information, i.e. chest-mounted visual odometry system, to 

improve the dead reckoning solutions. In a similar study [101], the location was 

estimated using a single IMU on the foot with the reported average error rate of 

1.5%, although with respect to the total path traveled that ranged from 155 m to 

313 m, which can dramatically reduce the percent error rate in this context. In 

contrast to the above research studies, this validation study compared the step 
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trajectories and stride features acquired from data fusion in the accelerometer 

and gyroscope in a single IMU through a Kalman filter that achieved 9% error in 

trajectory and 15% in stride features. This study was limited by the shortness of 

duration in the performed task as well as the singularity of the studied subject 

which need to be addressed in the future study. 



Hip and Trunk Kinematics 

Estimation in Gait through Kalman 

Filter using IM U Data at the Ankle 1 

3.1 Introduction 

Knowing the upper body kinematics is necessary for a broad range of applica

tions in clinical evaluation and decision making for patients with upper extrem

ity disorders [78], including monitoring and analysing patient movements in the 

process of rehabilitation [105], spine and shoulder girdle movements analysis 

during gait for patients with idiopathic scoliosis [106], and gait movement eval

uation for children with cerebral palsy [107]. In addition, stability and energy 

efficiency analysis of walking using upper body kinematics has been a topic of 

study [108, 109], which highlights the importance of its monitoring and estima-

1© 2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Amir Baghdadi, Lora A Cavuoto, and John 
L Crassidis, hip and trunk kinematics estimation in gait through Kalman filter using IMU data 
at the ankle, IEEE Sensors Journal, 2018. 
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tion. 

In worker safety, evaluating the upper body kinematics can be used for the 

purpose of postural stability analysis to reduce the rate of falls risk [110], as 

well as identifying static neck and shoulder posture to avoid the risk of neck 

and upper limb disorders in office workers [111]. In order to obtain postu

ral information along with other safety purposes, monitoring of workers has 

been considered. Examples include real-time posture analysis using a camera 

[112] for ergonomics training to prevent fatigue, and sensor-based observation 

of personnel location and activity for safety and performance evaluation goals 

[113, 114, 115, 116, 117]. 

Sensor systems including wearable movement and physiological measure

ment devices have become prominent in human activity and physical monitor

ing due to their affordability, convenience, and minimal intrusiveness. In safety 

surveillance, these applications range from fall detection [118] and posture anal

ysis [119], to task classification [120] and fatigue detection [99, 121]. Studies 

have been conducted for estimating the lower limb kinematics in the sagittal 

plane by fusing the data of two accelerometers and gyroscopes placed on the 

ankle and shank [122] or the lower back [123] by means of a customized fusion 

technique and Fourier linear combiner, respectively. However, these applica

tions require using multiple sensors on the body. For field-based applications, it 

is desirable to use a smaller number and simpler set of sensors on non-intrusive 

body locations, and estimate the kinematics of other target locations using esti

mation techniques instead of direct measurement. 

The kinematics estimation of upper body has limitations, in comparison to 

the lower body, on the performance of the methods and results. The importance 

of trunk kinematics estimation has been addressed in the literature for assess-
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ing the spatiotemporal gait parameters as well as lower limb and spine mo

ments [124, 125, 126]. Additionally, hip and trunk kinematics are useful for the 

purpose of human fatigue detection [127, 75]. The upper extremity has rapid, 

complex, and less periodic pattern that hinders the use of measurement devices, 

e.g. marker system or IMUs [128], which highlights the importance of estima

tion for kinematics in those locations from more feasible locations in terms of 

sensor placement. 

The Kalman filter, a well-known estimation technique, has proven efficient 

in many applications [129]. This technique improves the estimation of a desired 

variable by incorporating measurements from other sources and predictions 

from the physical model, which is more precise than only the measurement 

outcomes. There are two options for Kalman estimation in non-linear physi

cal models including the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) and its subsequent im

proved version, unscented Kalman filter (UKF). The former linearizes the equa

tions about an estimate of mean and covariance for the working point, and the 

latter uses a minimum number of sample points around the mean value using 

a deterministic sampling technique and propagates them through the highly 

non-linear model function to estimate the new mean and covariance points. 

This technique removes the calculation of Jacobians that can be burdensome 

in many complex model functions. These Kalman filters, as two alternatives for 

nonlinear physical models, have been compared in navigation systems [130], 

however there are limited application of these filters in human body kinematics 

estimation. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to estimate and track the motion in dif

ferent locations of the human body in real-time, given the kinematics of motion 

from an IMU attached to the ankle, and to compare the performance of the Ex-
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tended Kalman Filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). The use of 

nonlinear Kalman filters is considered here since the biomechanical modeling 

of human gait ends up in a nonlinear dynamic system. In addition, the uti

lization of the Kalman filter was examined for filtering the motion parameters 

and providing an estimated result that maintains the main characteristics of the 

original data obtained from an independent accurate measurement sensor at

tached to the target locations. In this case, the aim is to estimate and filter the 

acceleration at the hip joint and posture of the trunk in the sagittal plane during 

gait. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Sensor System and Data Processing 

The sensor system consisted of one IMU attached at each of the right an

kle, right side of the hip, and middle of the trunk locations. The sensor at 

the ankle serves as the input for the estimation method, while the other two 

are used as the ground truth for performance evaluation purpose. The sen

sors used here are Shimmer3 IMUs (Shimmer3, SHIMMER, Dublin, Ireland, 

www.shimmersensing.com), which have been previously used for wearable 

and remote applications in the areas of monitoring human health and tracking 

activities of daily living [131, 132, 133]. These sensors consist of a low noise 3-

axis accelerometer with± 2g range and RMS noise of 5.09 x 10- 3m/s2 as well as 

the gyroscope with ± 2000 dps range and RMS noise of 0.0481 dps. The sensors 

are small (51mm x 34mm x 14mm), lightweight (23.6 grams), fully portable, 

and easily attachable with designated straps. The sensor system is provided in 

www.shimmersensing.com
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the Sensor Measurements section of Figure 3.1. The employment of sensor sys

tems for gait analysis has been studied before, however, using different sensing 

devices and for different applications. In one study, the estimation accuracy of 

pelvis and hip kinematics is shown to be necessary in improving the calculation 

errors for the angles in other joints defining the human movement [134]. In ad

dition, the accuracy of measurements is documented to be crucial in providing 

a reliable foundation for gait analysis with various applications that range from 

gait biometrics for security purposes to movement monitoring in athletes, high

lighting the importance of a proper design and architecture for the sensing and 

estimation system [135, 136, 137, 138]. 

The low noise 2D (x-y axes) acceleration and rotational velocity from the gy

roscope were used after an off-line sensor fusion technique described in [99]. 

The sensor data was used for the following purposes: 1) optimization of the 

Fourier series coefficients, 2) input measurement data to the Kalman filter, and 

3) ground truth for the evaluation of the kinematic estimations. As shown in the 

data processing algorithm laid out in Figure 3.1, the Kalman filter consisted of 

two major steps: 1) updating the state estimate of motion kinematics by compar

ing against the a posteriori data from the sensor measurement and 2) prediction 

of the kinematics state estimate using the a priori information from the biome

chanical process model. 

3.2.2 Biomechanical Process Model 

In order to estimate the kinematics of motion as the system state, a process 

model (i.e. a priori knowledge) is required to represent the dynamics of the 

human musculoskeletal system [139]. However, the complexity of dynamic 
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of sensor system within the Kalman Filter algorithm. 

models for the human musculoskeletal system, which has been well studied 

during the past years [139], hinders the application of estimation algorithms, 

i.e. Kalman filtering, due to large algebraic equations obtained by the deriva

tives of the original position model (e.g. acceleration or jerk). To suppress this 

problem, the kinematics of the hip and trunk is modeled as a function of ankle 

kinematics due to the periodic nature of gait: 

(3.la) 

0trunk = f (01eg) - (3.lb) 

This idea has also been used in [140] to obtain the ankle displacement from 

foot rotation. This multi-segment model (Figure 3.2) is considered as a priori 

information to relate the kinematics of the ankle to the hip and trunk. 

By taking the derivative of Equation (3.la), the hip acceleration can be re-
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Figure 3.2: Biomechanical model diagram. 

Note: Angular position 0trunk is defined relative to the vertical axis in the sagit
tal plane, counter-clockwise being positive. ahip is the acceleration magnitude 
at hip joint. The figure is generated using University of Michigan 3D Static 
Strength Prediction Program (3DSSPP) Software. 

lated to the ankle kinematics: 

d2 f .2 df ·· 
Xhip = 2 Xankle + d Xankle· (3.2) 

dxankle Xankle 

It is assumed that, during the gait cycle, at least one foot is in contact with 

the ground so that the position of the other joint centers in the model can be 

derived from the ankle joint position. By considering the cyclic nature of gait, 

the joints' angular and linear kinematics can be represented as a Fourier series 

[140]: 

n 
g(t) = ag)+ 1:(a[i) cos(kwt) + b[i) sin(kwt)), (3.3) 

k=l 

where n is the order of the Fourier series and w = 2n I Tc is the walking fre

quency such that Tc is the walking period. 

The experimental data of gait kinematics from the IMUs attached to the an

kle, hip, and trunk during a ~ 10 sec gait period is used to calculate the co-
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efficients of the Fourier series, i.e. ag), a[i), and b[i). They are found through 

minimizing the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between experimental data and 

the process model. Equations (3.4a) to (3.4d) show the results for a 29-year old 

female subject with 177 cm stature and 70.2 kg body mass. The Fourier series 

are used as the model for the hip and ankle linear accelerations as well as the 

leg and trunk angular positions, as follows: 

4 

ahip = 3.13(3.22 + I)cos(16.25kt) - sin(16.25kt))) (3.4a) 
k=l 

3 

aankle = 3.21(2.85 + I)cos(6.15kt) - sin(6.15kt))) (3.4b) 
k=l 

01eg = 13(0.3 + cos(5.95(t + 0.75)) + sin(5.95(t + 0.75))) (3.4c) 

0trunk = 5( -0.5 + cos(6.15(t - 0.75)) + sin(6.15(t - 0.75)) ). (3.4d) 

Having the process model, a priori information can be provided for the 

Kalman filter in order to propagate the state variables. Due to nonlinearity of the 

process model, Equations (3.4a) to (3.4d), the nonlinear versions of the Kalman 

filter, i.e. EKF and UKF, are used. For the next step, since the measurement and 

process models are discrete and continuous, respectively, continuous-discrete 

Kalman filters are employed with the same update and propagation steps as 

the linear Kalman filter. 

https://3.21(2.85
https://3.13(3.22
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3.2.3 Extended Kalman filter 

The first choice of estimator is the EKF that linearizes the nonlinear process 

model about the estimate of the current mean and covariance. A small error 

is assumed for the kinematic parameters in the state vector so that they can be 

approximated using a first-order truncated Taylor series expansion. The tracker 

state vector of the filter contains trunk and ankle angular posture as well as hip 

joint and ankle acceleration, which is defined as, 

(3.5) 

where a is the acceleration and 0 is the angular position relative to the vertical 

axis in sagittal plane as shown in Figure 3.2. This approach of defining the 

tracker state vector has also been used in [141]. Using an accurate IMU attached 

to the ankle joint, the acceleration of the ankle and angular position of the leg 

are assumed to be available, so the measurement model is considered as 

(3.6) 

The continuous time process model equations and discrete time measure

ments acquired from the sensors lead us to use a continuous-discrete Extended 

Kalman filter. More details about the filter can be found in [129]. The model 

formulation using Equations (3.4a) to (3.4d) in order to be used in the EKF can 

be written as 

x(t) = f(x(t), t) + G(t)w(t), w(t) ~ N(O, Q(t)) (3.7a) 
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(3.76) 

where f(x(t), t) is a continuous function and also differentiable and G(t) is the 

process noise state model. Furthermore, the state vector x and the measurement 

model hare defined in Equations (3.5) and (3.6) respectively. The terms v( t) and 

w( t) are assumed to be zero mean uncorrelated white Gaussian measurement 

and process noises, respectively. In addition, Q(t) and Rk are the spectral den

sity and covariance, respectively, indicating the confidence in the process model 

and measurement data [142]. 

The observation model Hk that maps the true state space model into the 

observed space and the state transition model F (t) can be calculated by finding 

the Jacobian matrix off and has shown below: 

A _ a£ ft [£ ( x ( t), t) J 
F(x(t), t) = ~lx(t) = d lx (t) (3.8) 

ux dt [x(t)] 

(3.9) 

In this notation a posteriori quantity which is after measurement update is 

represented by (·) +,and similarly a priori quantity which is after prediction by 

( • )- . The derivation of F(x(t), t) in (3.8) is found through the chain rule and is 

not shown here. It is noteworthy that the state transition model Fis calculated in 

each step at the estimate point x(t), and the observation model Hk is calculated 

at the a priori state estimate x-;;. 
Po and P(t) are initial and continuous error covariances. Pt and P;; are a 

posteriori and a priori error covariances, respectively. Joseph stabilized version of 
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covariance update [129] is used to ensure the stability of the filter. 

The estimation of movement kinematics in EKF is performed in two steps. 

First, the update step in which a posteriori state estimate xt is found by updating 

the a priori state estimate x,; and the measurement data Yk from the inaccurate 

sensors with uncertainties, attached to the hip and trunk. Second, the prop

agation step in which the state estimate is predicted using the process model 

transition function£. In summary, the propagation step predicts the estimation 

of movement kinematics using the physical process model without considering 

any observation, on the other hand, the update step refines this prediction using 

the observed data through measurement. 

3.2.4 Unscented Kalman filter 

An EKF is applied to estimate the state vector due to the nonlinearity of the 

process model. However, because of linearization, the EKF suffers from insta

bility in the case of insufficiently small time intervals. Furthermore, Jacobian 

matrix calculation can be elaborate depending on the complexity of the system 

[143, 144]. In order to overcome these limitations and improve the filter, the Un

scented Kalman Filter is used to calculate the mean and covariance of a Gaus

sian distribution representing the state of the system using deterministic sample 

points, sigma points, for the estimation process [144, 145]. In the UKF, instead 

of finding the Jacobian matrix of the state system, sigma points are transformed 

using the Unscented Transformation (UT). More details of the UKF can be found 

in [145]. 

The variable A = £X2(L + K) - Lis defined in the UKF for calculating the 

sigma points, in which £X is the primary scaling parameter and shows spread of 
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the sigma points with larger numbers associated with more distributed points. 

f3 is the secondary scaling parameter containing the prior distribution informa

tion. This factor in the optimal case for Gaussian distribution is equal to two. 

K contains information about the higher moments of the distribution with the 

default value equal to zero [145]. 

In order to estimate and track the kinematics of movement expressed as the 

state vector x, using the UKF algorithm, a number of deterministic sigma points 

are generated and propagated through the state transition function f defined in 

(3.7a). In the next step, the sigma points are transformed through the measure

ment model function hand the a priori measurement estimate y,; are calculated. 

Lastly, the state estimate xk is found by updating the a priori state estimate x,; 
using the noisy measurement data Yk from the sensors attached to the hip and 

trunk. 

3.2.5 Experimental Procedure 

Fifteen males and five females (mean (standard deviation) age 33 (16.3) years, 

mean stature 171.3 (7.2) cm, and mean body mass 72.2 (14.3) kg) without any self 

reported injuries or musculoskeletal disorders are recruited to participate in this 

study. Study protocols were approved by the University at Buffalo Institutional 

Review Board and all participants completed an informed consent procedure 

after being informed about the details of the experiment. The experimental task 

is part of a larger study on physical fatigue induced by manual material han

dling. More information about the experimental setup and tasks is available in 

[75] and [99]. The participants are asked to walk on a set path while pushing 

a 2-wheeled dolly for carrying and delivering a set of boxes based on an order 
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sheet. 

3.2.6 Filter Parameters and Validity Assessment 

The participants are equipped with IMUs on different body locations of right 

ankle, right side of the hip, and middle of the trunk. For this study, a portion of 

data (~ 10 sec) at a rate of 51.2 Hz are extracted from the pure walking period 

of each participant at the start of the 3-hour task to be used in the EKF and UKF. 

The implementation parameters of the filters are shown in Table 3.1, which are 

found based on either the characteristics of the IMUs, initial values of a posteriori 

data, or through experiment. 

Table 3.1: Kalman filter parameters initialization 

EKF UKF 
Sampling time for d ynamic model discretization (1'.t) 0.0195 sec 0.0195 sec 

Initial measurement noise covariance diagonal matrix (Rk) 
with ahip and 0trunk error terms 40.05 m 2 / s and ( Jo.s deg)2 0.05 m2 / s4 and ( Jo.s deg)2 

Initial error covariance diagonal matrix (P - )0 
for all error terms 0.5 m /s2 and deg 0.5 m / s2 and deg 

Initial state vector values for 
a hip, 0,runb a ,nklc, and 01cg 12 m/s2, 10 deg, 15 m/s2, and - 6 deg 12 m /s2, 10 deg, 15 m /s2, and -6 deg 

Initial p rocess model covariance d iagonal matrix (Q(0)) 
with a hip, a , nklc, 0,mnk and 01cg error terms 0.3 and 0.1 m /s2 and 0.5 and 0.2 deg 10 and 2 m /s2 and 1.5 and 0.2 deg 

UKF scaling parameters a, /3, and K 10- 2, 2, and zero 

In order to assess the stability of the EKF, a Lyapunov condition is consid

ered: 

£(t ) = HT (t )R- 1 (t )H(t ) + p - 1 (t )G(t )Q(t )GT (t )P- 1 (t). (3.10) 

In addition, to provide a further validity assessment for the filter outcome, 

the discrete time covariance matrix defined in Square Root Information Filter 

(SRIF) presented by [129] was calculated for interpreting the fluctuations in the 

EKF. 
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3.3 Results 

The graphical results of hip acceleration and trunk posture estimation for one 

subject with comparison to the ground truth obtained from an accurate IMU at

tached to the target locations using EKF and UKF are provided in Figure 3.3 and 

Figure 3.4, respectively. The ground truth input data to the model and the mea

sured values for that subject are provided separately in Figure 3.5. The graphs 

show the convergence of error to their respective 3cr error bounds for both the 

EKF and UKF. The results presented in Table 3.2 indicate the better performance 

of the EKF in comparison to the UKF in terms of the mean (standard deviation) 

error rates for relative and absolute errors across all 20 participants. The results 

of Lyapunov condition for the EKF stability assessment showed that the .C(t), 

R(t), and Q(t) matrices are always positive definite, so the Lyapunov condition 

is satisfied and the EKF local stability is proved, meaning that the filter is able 

to track even in case of unbounded measurements. 

For the UKF, the 3cr error bounds become steady, whereas there exist fluctu

ations for the EKF that is due to the nonlinearity of the system. For interpreting 

the fluctuations in the EKF, the SRIF discrete time covariance matrix was also 

calculated. The estimated errors with 3cr bounds using discrete time covariance 

are provided in Figure 3.6. The bounded errors in the graphs show the stability 

of the filter even without the exact truth provided to the filter. 

The accelerometers usually contain bias which needs to be estimated and 

corrected, however, in this case, since the duration of measurements is small 

(i.e. less than 10 sec), the bias is not likely to appear. Therefore, bias estimation 

has not been considered. 
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Figure 3.3: Measured and estimated results of Extended Kalman Filter. 

Note: The results are for participant number 3 who was a 27-year old male with 
181 cm stature and 88.2 kg body mass. 

3.4 Discussion 

This study shows that the EKF outperfoms the UKF in estimating hip acceler

ation and trunk posture (Table 3.2). Considering the cyclic nature of walking, 

a Fourier series has been considered for representing the kinematics of motion 
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Figure 3.4: Measured and estimated results of Unscented Kalman Filter. 

Note: The results are for participant number 3 with the details provided in the 
caption for Figure 3.3. 

where the coefficients have been derived by the minimization of the RMSE be

tween experimental data and the process model. However, this poses uncertain

ties due to a rough approximation and can be associated to the lower accuracies 

in the estimation of hip acceleration for the UKF that shows a less periodic be

havior when compared to the trunk posture. In addition, the anthropometric 
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Figure 3.5: Measured and input data of the model. 

Note: The results are for participant number 3 with the details provided in the 
caption for Figure 3.3. 

differences and various walking styles in the subjects can lead to a different 

biomechanical process model in the filter that can be another source of error for 

both acceleration and posture estimations. 

The comparison of the UKF and EKF in [130] shows a slightly better perfor

mance for the UKF in the positioning module of an integrated navigation infor-
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Figure 3.6: Estimated errors of Extended Kalman Filter using SRIF discrete time 
covariance. 

Note: The results are for participant number 3 with the details provided in the 
caption for Figure 3.3. 

Table 3.2: Relative and absolute error rates presented as mean (SD) 

Hip Acceleration Trunk posture 
Error type EKF UKF EKF UKF 
Relative 6.5 (1.42) % 13.02 (2.19) % 3.12 (0.56) % 5.3 (0.82) % 
Absolute 0.96 (0.09) m/s2 1.99 (0.46) m/ s2 0.68 (0.11) deg 1.16 (0.17) deg 

mation system, however, they reported the inefficiency of the UKF in terms of 

computational time. The UKF employed here was additive noise due to the fluc

tuations in the sensor signal which is modelled heuristically with an additive 

zero mean uncorrelated white noise process in Equation (3.7b). In general, for 

certain highly non-linear systems, the more accurate performance of the UKF is 

expected since a minimal set of sample points are propagated through the non

linear function instead of the linearization approach used in EKF [146, 130, 147]. 

However, the UKF is proved to be sensitive for small variations in noise pro

cesses and the uncertainty of other parameters. In addition, the misalignment of 
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covariance eigenvectors and high condition number of the matrices result in the 

misinterpretation of new residuals in the filter [148]. Reducing the uncertain

ties associated with the dynamic model estimated parameters by optimization 

methods for minimizing energy expenditure over a complete gait cycle [140] or 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to optimize the Fourier series parameters 

[149] will improve the performance of the filters. 

To the best of the author's knowledge, acceleration estimation of different 

body locations studied here has not received much attention in the biomechan

ics literature, although it is an important metric considered for human fatigue 

analysis [27, 75]. For instance, [34] and [39] reported a post-fatigue decrease in 

the acceleration of lower back and center of body mass, respectively. Kinemat

ics estimation of trunk posture has been studied using a single IMU placed on 

the lower back during squat exercise [123]. In that study, a weighted Fourier 

linear combiner was used to eliminate the drift associated with the position 

and angular calculations in the IMU data, then an inverse kinematic module 

computed the joint angles. Their results from human subject validation experi

ments showed the RMSE (SD) of 2.0 (1.5) deg for the torso angle in the sagittal 

plane. This method was limited to a quasi-periodic task of squat exercise and 

the main requisite of the biomechanical model was the fixed position of the foot. 

[122] estimated the lower limb orientation from IMUs attached to the centers of 

rotation using a new fusion technique that removes the drift in angular mea

surement calculations by the IMU attached to the target locations and showed 

the average RMSE of 1.0 deg and 1.6 deg in the shank and thigh, respectively. 

However, this was a new method in the kinematics estimation of an IMU rather 

than an extension of estimation to other body locations. The sagittal plane an

kle, knee, and hip angles estimation from motion sensors on the foot and shank 
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using generalised regression neural networks and training the model based on 

different gait styles from eight subjects by [150] also denoted an average error 

of 7.13 (1.92) deg. The limited number of training inputs to their model and 

the reproducibility assumption of knee and hip motion kinematics from foot 

data for all movement patterns and subjects was the main restriction to their re

sults. The results of this study, on the other hand, showed a superior accuracy in 

the estimation of trunk posture for both EKF and UKF optimal estimation tech

niques with the error values of 0.68 (0.11) deg and 1.16 (0.17) deg, respectively. 

In addition, this method is expandable to other gait conditions, including 3D 

movements, without any restriction on the motion patterns. Furthermore, the 

intersubject estimation of hip and trunk kinematics using EKF shows the repro

ducibility of the results for different body physical characteristics. 

The proposed method of kinematics estimation for different body locations 

has many applications beyond fatigue assessment including in bioengineering, 

rehabilitaion, aging, and athletics. The need for body kinematics estimation is 

essential for any application that involves the analysis of stability and mobility 

of the human body. To be specific, the effectiveness of rehabilitation protocols 

are assessed for abnormal posture and movement diagnosis by the quantifica

tion of daily physical activity after treatment [151, 152, 153]. In sport sciences, 

the lower body elastic energy capacity is evaluated by performance analysis 

in jump tasks using kinematic variables [154]. The traditional motion capture 

systems provide accurate measurement, however, the lack of portability is the 

limitation of such systems in capturing the body movements in a natural setting 

rather than a controlled laboratory environment. In addition, the optimality of 

the sensors in terms of the number and weight of the sensing units is another im

portant criteria for making the system acceptable for the potential users [150]. 
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In the proposed method, the number of IMU s were minimized by employing 

only one sensor placed at the ankle that can be used for estimating the desired 

kinematics in any other body locations. Additionally, this method is able to 

estimate these metrics in a highly accurate manner as presented in the Results 

section 3.3 with the novel approach of using Fourier series for the modeling 

of human walking instead of traditional biomechanical models, which signifi

cantly reduces the computational costs. The application of the present estima

tion method is intended to address the major challenges in the field of human 

motion analysis. To the best of the author's knowledge in this field, the use of 

EKF and UKF to estimate the body kinematics from a sensor in a specific loca

tion has not been studied. 

3.5 Conclusion 

This study provides an estimation technique for hip acceleration and trunk pos

ture using optimal estimation algorithms along with a heuristically modified 

model using Fourier series from the data of a single IMU attached to the an

kle that was originally limited to level ground gait. The Kalman filters gener

ally require measurement data, although inaccurate, from the target locations. 

However, these limitations can be overcome by utilizing more simple and inex

pensive sensors and the Kalman filter will perfectly make up the sensor errors. 

In addition, by tuning the Fourier series coefficients for any other specific ac

tivity (e.g. walking up/down the stairs, running, etc.), this method can also be 

applied to them likewise to the other metrics (e.g. velocity or jerk, etc.) and body 

locations (e.g. lower or upper extremities, etc.) for the purposes of human gait 

analysis, body fatigue detection, and other biomechanical/occupational safety 
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applications. 



A Machine Learning Approach to 

Detect Changes in Gait Parameters 

Following a Fatiguing Occupational 

Task 1 

4.1 Introduction 

Worker fatigue is a highly prevalent phenomenon worldwide. Fatigue preva

lence is estimated to be 37.9% in the US workforce [31]. Worker fatigue is as

sociated with an excess cost of $101 billion in the U.S. [29]. It has been shown 

that physically demanding work, characterized by forceful exertions, prolonged 

duration, repetitiveness and their interactions, places high stresses on the body, 

which in the absence of rest can result in fatigue [28]. Fatigue and incomplete 

1Amir Baghdadi, Fadel M. Megahed, Ehsan T. Esfahani, and Lora A. Cavuoto. A ma
chine learning approach to detect changes in gait parameters following a fatiguing occupational 
task.Ergonomics, 61(8):1116-1129, 2018. 
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recovery can reduce capacity, increase injury risk and decrease work efficiency 

[28, 155, 30, 29]. At worst, fatigue can result in accidents and death [156]. Signif

icantly reducing the incidence of fatigue-induced workplace injuries depends 

on accurate and timely detection of fatigue, which can be achieved through the 

utilization of wearable, minimally invasive sensors for real-time monitoring of 

fatigue development [127]. 

In this research, the focus is on lower extremity muscle fatigue since it is 

a significant risk factor for slip-induced falls [33, 34] , which result in approx

imately 13% of non-fatal workplace injuries in the US [157]. Lower extrem

ity fatigue adversely affects proprioception [158, 159] and movement coordi

nation [26] leading to postural instability, motor control impairment and de

viations from normal walking patterns of human gait [160, 161, 35, 34, 162]. 

Furthermore, walking remains a primary activity in manufacturing, construc

tion, agriculture and other physically demanding occupations, which results in 

experiencing fatigue in the workers [32]. A survey of manufacturing workers 

showed an average walking of 5.7 h in each shift at work and approximately 

45% of the workers reported to be fatigued due to the high levels of walking in 

their jobs [35]. Quantitative assessment of the data from IMU in construction 

workers shows the ability of kinematics in measuring the level of gait stability 

as well as the correlation between gait abnormalities and fatigue-induced falls 

[42, 163, 43]. 

To detect lower extremity fatigue, it is important to understand some of its 

symptoms to be considered as the modeled features [27]. Zhang et al. [32] re

ported that lower extremity muscle fatigue resulted in: (a) increased step width, 

(b) a greater than 2-fold increase in jerk cost and (c) higher resultant accelera

tion. Some of the reported differences (especially the step width) by [164] were 
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subtle, i.e. may not be easily detectable by a human eye. However, they were 

identifiable using an IMU placed on the sternum, combined with optical motion 

capture on the lower extremity. In addition, according to [26], there were sig

nificant increases in step width, mediolateral trunk acceleration and step length 

variability with fatigue. From the results reported by [164, 26, 32], the observed 

changes in gait parameters between fatigued and non-fatigued states can serve 

as a basis for continuous monitoring for fatigue detection. 

There has been an increasing number of studies that utilize statistical meth

ods and/or data mining methodologies to classify human motion and its asso

ciated movement patterns before and after a fatiguing task [165, 26, 166, 167, 

168, 34, 39, 32]. Although numerous studies have been devoted to motion anal

ysis, there are limited studies on utilizing kinematic features for the purpose 

of fatigue detection and how such methods can be applied in different opera

tional environments. There are several reasons for the lack of practical adop

tion of these methods in detecting fatigue despite its documented importance. 

First, several of the existing studies are based on motion capture systems and/or 

force plate measurements (e.g. [165, 167, 168, 169]. These systems exclude con

tinuous monitoring outside laboratory environments [32]. Second, studies that 

used IMUs were devoted to distinguish between extremely fatigued and non

fatigued states. Their experimental protocols do not mimic typical occupation

ally relevant tasks [26, 39, 32]. Third, the algorithms used for human move

ment analysis include complex methods ( e.g. the use of Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) by Karg et al. [170]. These algorithms are computationally intensive, 

require large baseline samples and/or may not be suitable for real-time classifi

cation of fatigue. 

In this chapter, the use of a single IMU, strapped at the right ankle, was 
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examined for continuous monitoring of fatigue symptoms using a template 

matching pattern recognition technique, along with machine learning algorithms 

for classifying non-fatigued vs. fatigued states of the human body during walk

ing. The reason for using a single IMU and only on the ankle is to provide a 

minimally intrusive, inexpensive approach that, if successful, can be used for 

fatigue detection in the workplace. To achieve this objective, the following re

search questions were examined: 

(1) Can a single IMU placed at the right ankle be sufficient to capture the 

subtle changes in gait due to fatigue? The ankle was examined since it is, in 

the author's opinion, a minimally intrusive location that does not add potential 

safety risks (e.g. IMUs at the wrist near machinery) and can be used to detect 

walking steps and/or gait changes. 

(2) Can a computationally efficient classifier be used to distinguish between 

fatigued and non-fatigued states? The use of the $1 Recognizer was examined 

to address this question since it is computationally efficient and has been devel

oped for motion (finger gesture) recognition [171]. 

4.2 Methods 

This study proposes a four-step approach, which is summarised in Figure 4.1 

showing the procedure of data collection, data pre-processing, classification and 

model evaluation used to meet the objective of classifying fatigued vs. non

fatigued states. The detailed description of each procedure is provided in the 

following sections. 
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Figure 4.1 : The block diagram of the proposed fatigue classification model. 

Note: The procedure includes data collection, data pre-processing, classification 
and model evaluation. 

4.2.1 Data Collection 

4.2.1.1 Participants 

Fourteen males and six females (mean age 37.1 (17.5) years, mean stature 171.8 

(8.6) cm and mean body mass 76.0 (14.6) kg with the standard deviations pre

sented in the brackets) were recruited to participate in this study from the local 

workforces and students with some level of manual work. The focus is on a 

healthy worker population, so exclusion criteria included reported cardiovas

cular diseases, musculoskeletal disorders, or a history of injury or pain that 

would interfere with completion of the experiment. All individuals completed 

the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) [172] at the start of the 

session to assess their ability to participate. Study protocols were approved by 
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the University at Buffalo Institutional Review Board and all participants com

pleted an informed consent procedure after being informed about the details of 

the experiment. 

4.2.1.2 Experimental Procedures 

Participants completed a three-hour manual material handling (MMH) session, 

where they continuously palletized and transported several weighted contain

ers. MMH represents a demanding task that occurs frequently in warehousing 

and shipping operations. The participants were advised to perform the follow

ing specific tasks: (a) pick up one of 18 cartons (numbered 1-18, half colour

coded blue and half red and weighing 10, 18 or 26 kg with six cartons in each 

weight and a random distribution of all factors), (b) place it on a two-wheeled 

dolly, (c) walk while pushing the dolly on a set path and (d) deliver the carton to 

a prescribed location in a simulated warehouse set-up. The detailed sequence 

of the task, footwear and floor type (grade resilient tile) are shown in Figure 

4.2. The rectangular-shaped walkway consisted of periods of straight walking, 

turns on level ground, stops at the beginning and destination, and bending over 

to load and unload the box onto the dolly. The map of experimental walkway 

next to the simulated warehouse is provided in Figure 4.3. This task consisted 

of three sets of deliveries provided to them on an instruction sheet, based on 

the carton numbers, color codes and fragility. The delivery path length for each 

box was 80 m and the target timeframe requested to maintain for one delivery 

set of 18 boxes was 30 min. Participants provided a rating of perceived exer

tion (RPE) on a 6-20 scale [173] every 10 min and a rating of subjective fatigue 

level (SFL) every 30 min. The subjective ratings of RPE greater than 10 and SFL 

greater than 5 at the end of the task were considered to decide on the inclusion 
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Picking up the box Loading the box on dolly Pushing the dolly on the path 

Ii 
Pushing the dolly on side 1 of Pushing the dolly on side 2 of The type of footwear and 

the walkway (front view) the walkway (back view) placement of the WU at the ankle 

Figure 4.2: The detailed sequence of task along with the floor type demonstra
tion as grade resilient tile. 

Note: The bottom right corner images show the type of footwear and the place
ment of IMU at the ankle. 

of a participant. The experimental procedure including the samples of raw data 

for non-fatigued and fatigued states is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

The MMH data/experiment are a subset of a larger study presented in Ma

man et al. [75]. In this larger study, the participants completed two additional 

sessions: (a) supply pickup and insertion and (b) parts assembly. Due to the 

varied nature of the activities, data collection for the larger study involved the 

use of three additional IMUs placed at the hip, back of the torso, and wrist, and 

a heart rate monitor on the chest [121]. This chapter only focuses on the MMH 
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Figure 4.3: The map of experiment walkway next to the warehouse for stacking 
the boxes using a dolly. 

Notes: The walkway had a rectangular shape that included straight walks and 
turns on level ground. The delivery path length for each box was ~ 80 m. 

data since it is the most walking intensive task and thus, presents the opportu

nity for examining gait kinematics for fatigue detection. 

4.2.1.3 Instrumentation 

While performing the task, the participants were instrumented with an IMU 

placed at the right ankle (Figure 4.5). The IMU was a Shimmer3 (Shimmer, 

Dublin, Ireland, www.shimmersensing.com), which is small (51 mm x 34 mm 

x 14 mm) and equipped with wireless transmission capabilities. The sensor 

contains a low-noise analogue accelerometer, a digital wide range accelerome-

www.shimmersensing.com
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Delivering the box and 
Loading the 

pa lleti zing based on the 
box on dolly 

instruction sheet 

start I hr 2 hr 3 hr 

Figure 4.4: The timeline of the experimental procedure with sample data and 
illustration of one experiment cycle. 

ter, a magnetometer and a digital gyroscope. 

The Shimmer3 device within the body coordinate system (xyz) is shown in 

Figure 4.5. The dashed lines show the foot trajectory in the Frenet-Serret coordi

nate system (e1, en, eb)- This coordinate system describes the kinematics of the 

foot moving along this 3D trajectory curve. The sagittal frame of each step is 

expressed by (AZN) axes and (XYZ) is the global frame of reference. The data 

in the sensor's body frame (xyz), were recorded at a sampling rate of 51.2 Hz, 

which was sufficient for this purpose. Increasing this rate would have resulted 

in unnecessary large datasets due to the long duration of the experiment. Post

processing and analysis of the signals were performed using Matlab R2015b 

(Math Works, USA, www.mathworks.com). 

www.mathworks.com
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the coordinate systems used. 

Note: The graph includes IMU body coordinate system (xyz), Frenet-Serret co
ordinate system (e1, en, eb), global frame of reference (XYZ), and the sagittal 
frame of each step (AZN). 

4.2.2 Data Pre-processing 

4.2.2.1 Kalman Filtering 

Calibrated data from the sensors were used in a Kalman filter with the assump

tion of uncorrelated white Gaussian process and measurement noises to esti

mate the spatial orientation of the body frame with respect to the global frame 

of reference and ultimately to estimate the kinematics of motion; i.e. jerk (J), 

acceleration (a), position (p) and posture (0). Please note that, these features are 

a series of magnitudes over time, so are represented as vectors. Rotation quater

nions obtained from the filter over time were used to transform the kinematic 

data represented in the body coordinate system to the global frame of reference. 
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The Kalman filter was used to calculate the quaternions in two steps. First, the 

state vector containing the unbiased gyroscope data and filtered attitude were 

propagated using the dynamics of rotation. In the second step, the state vari

ables were updated using the measured data from the accelerometer. 

Using the quaternions, any arbitrary vector in the body frame (xyz) can 

be represented in the global frame of reference (XYZ) as through the transfor

mation relation. The rotation would be about the unit vector and by angle 0 

[174, 175] represented by: 

wxyz(t) = q(t)wxyz(t)q(t),q(t) = cos(0(t)/2) +sin(0(t)/2)ft (4.1) 

where q is the quaternion conjugate of q, 0 is the rotation angle, and ft is the 

unit vector. 

The raw measured acceleration data in the body frame (a:yz) was trans

formed to the global frame of reference (ax\z) and the acceleration data were 

passed through a 4th order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency 

of 4 Hz twice, first for each axis to get (a{yz) and second after finding the resul

tant magnitude. 

4.2.2.2 Segmentation 

In the next step, the motion segments between a consecutive toe off and heel 

strike defined by stance points that are known as strides need to be identified. 

To this end, a robust segmentation algorithm was introduced. In this technique, 

a time window of the magnitude of acceleration data in pure walking contain

ing 50 data points (approximately one second) was selected. This number was 
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selected based on the author's observations for normal walking speed for each 

person and may be changed for any other gait speeds accordingly. The pro

posed stepwise search-based algorithm is shown in 4.2: 

where 1f(af) are the time points resulted from the stepwise search, ti and tf 

are the starting and ending points of the time window, t1 includes the first 25 

data points and t2 includes the second 25 data points. In the above equation, 

a{YZ,peak(t) is the peak value of the vector a{yz over a specific time period t. 

This segmentation algorithm works by considering the existence of two 

peaks in the translational acceleration of a gait cycle, a larger for heel strike 

and a smaller for toe off [92]. After dividing the time window into two equal 

sub-windows, if the smaller peak resided in the first and larger peak in the sec

ond sub-window and the ratio of the peak values was larger than a threshold of 

1.2, the larger peak was considered for determination of a valid gait cycle. If not, 

the search continued until the two peaks met this criterion. The complementary 

condition for the acceleration value was a global maximum value higher than 5 

mls2 for the whole time window. The minimum value of the larger peak and the 

next 20 points ensuring that the global minimum has been detected is the seg

mentation point. The acceleration magnitude of 5 mls2 is a minimum value for 

the smaller peak of acceleration magnitude that can certainly be considered for 

the active phase of a gait pattern knowing that the smaller peak in foot accelera-
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tion is reported to be at least lg [59]. Having these time points, one can segment 

all other motion profiles, e.g. position, velocity, jerk and posture. The thresh

olds for segmentation were determined empirically to ensure that the highest 

accuracy for detecting the gait segments was achieved for all subjects in this 

level ground walking scenario. Considering that the walking gait data in any 

other complex scenarios (such as when walking on stairs) always include the 

two peaks in the waveform of acceleration magnitude, redefining the threshold 

values accordingly will make the algorithm applicable for these unique cases. 

4.2.2.3 Kinematics Estimation 

After removing the gravity vector g from the acceleration data represented in 

the global frame of reference, trapezoidal numerical integration was used to find 

the velocity. However, there is a significant bias in velocity calculations. Having 

the acceleration magnitude data segmented into consecutive strides, this issue 

can be addressed, as described below. Jerk was found using a first-order numer

ical differentiation of acceleration using simple two-point Newton's difference 

quotient with the step size of 1/51.2 s, and position through the numerical in

tegration of the velocity. The position in the body frame was transferred to the 

Frenet-Serret coordinate system (i.e. (Pe1eneb (t ), )) using transformation relation 

presented in 4.2 and the quaternions that rotate the direction cosine of body 

frame to the mean value of direction cosines for the Frenet-Serret coordinate 

system over a complete gait cycle. Transformation to this coordinate system re

moves any effect of various sensor orientation on the ankle and provides true 

foot trajectory in a gait cycle. 

The significant bias in the velocity calculated by integrating the accelerations 

represented in the global frame of reference for each axis is due to the substantial 
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errors in quaternion estimations in Kalman filter [176] as well as the uncertain

ties of the gravity vector that deviates from gin different geographical locations. 

In order to minimize these velocity errors, the modified Zero Velocity Update 

(ZUPT) algorithm introduced by [93] was applied considering that the foot re

mains stationary for a short period of time between the end of heel strike phase 

until the start of toe off phase [153]. During these stationary periods the magni

tude of measured acceleration is equal to g. This modified algorithm finds the 

zero acceleration instances after each acceleration peak point in heel strike by: 

ll a{y2 (tpeak,t',~t) - gll < 5, ~t = 0 to 0.2s. (4.3) 

The first value oft' after tpeak satisfying the above condition represents the 

starting time point of the foot stationary state and t' + 0.2s is the ending time 

point. The author empirically found that 0.2s is the time period after the bigger 

peak that assuredly contains the zero acceleration magnitude. The ZUPT algo

rithm removes the bias by updating the velocity to be set to zero in the entire 

stationary period [153]. 

4.2.3 Fatigue Classification 

4.2.3.1 Motion Components 

An array (Mi) of motion components was introduced containing 8 pairs, 

Mi= [(Pe1 (t), (Pen (t)), (t, II V(t) II ), (t, ll a(t) II ), (t, II J(t) II ), 

(0x(t), 0y(t) ), (0x(t), Bx(t) ), (0y(t), 0y(t) ), (0z(t), Bz(t) )] (4.4) 
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where (Pe1 (t), (PeJt)) is the 2D position trajectory in Frenet-Serret coordi

nate system, (t, II V( t) II ) is the profile of velocity magnitude vs. time, (t, II a( t) II ) 
is the profile of acceleration magnitude vs. time, (t, 11 J( t) 11 ) is the profile of 

jerk magnitude vs. time, and (0x(t),0y(t)), (0x(t),0x(t)), (0y(t),0y(t)), and 

(0z (t), Bz (t)) are the profiles of angular position and angular velocity in (xyz) 

coordinate system. Each component segment was normalized starting from 

zero, and a motion template is defined by a single segment of any of the pairs 

in the motion component array, e.g. Tk = (M~(l),M~(2)) = (P~/t), (P~Jt)), 

where k represents the component segments as one gait step. 

Motion templates of each motion component are expected to have a different 

pattern in the fatigued and non-fatigued states. This might not necessarily be 

visibly distinguishable; however, they can be recognized properly by means of 

finding the score-based point-to-point distance between templates. 

4.2.3.2 Training Data 

A set of 2000 sample data points(~ 40 s) containing pure walking were man

ually extracted from the first 10 min of the experiment after warmup, to make 

sure the participants are completely accustomed to the task. This data-set was 

identified as non-fatigued. A similar procedure was applied for the last 10 min 

of data and identified as fatigued by considering an SFL of greater than 5 as a cri

terion. After segmentation of these two sets, batches of 25 strides were selected 

from each set as fatigued and non-fatigued training sets to get the Euclidean 

distance-based scores as one feature for the final classification by comparing 

each testing stride with both training batches in $1 Recognizer [171]. 
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4.2.3.3 Euclidean Distance-based Scores 

Similar to the training part, two unique sets of ~ 40 s and two batches of 25 

strides within the sets were extracted from the first and the last 10 min as the 

testing sets without any overlap with the training sets. Having an equal number 

of strides in both fatigued and non-fatigued states avoids the biased classifica

tion towards any of the states. Next, the testing batches of strides were concate

nated together making an even pool of data. Then, one stride in each template 

was randomly selected from the pool and passed through the modified $1 Rec

ognizer classifier along with each of the two fatigued and non-fatigued training 

batches of strides. This is a computationally simple algorithm with universal ap

plications for gesture and pattern recognition which provides higher accuracies 

than other classifiers such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [177, 178, 179]. In 

addition, there is no need for the numerous training samples required for other 

sophisticated classifiers that have been used for this application ( e.g. HMM 

[180, 181, 182, 183] and statistical classifiers [184]. In $1 Recognizer, a score was 

assigned by comparing the testing stride and each stride in the training batches 

based on the pointwise Euclidean distance between the selected testing segment 

and each of the fatigued and non-fatigued training segment classes. Please refer 

to Wobbrock, Wilson, and Li [171] for more details on $1 Recognizer algorithm. 

4.2.3.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classification 

For each test stride, the mean of distance-based scores calculated in $1 Recog

nizer and the test stride duration were considered as feature data points for 

distinguishing between the two classes. A binary SVM classifier using Radial 

Basis kernel function (RBF) was then applied to the score and step duration fea-
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ture data points of 50 random test strides. The kernel parameter was optimized 

on the training data-set and the values that maximize the classification rate were 

selected. In this step of classification, 20% of the feature data points were held 

out as testing and the SVM was trained based on the rest of the feature data 

points and for testing the classifier, the testing data points were utilized. In or

der to validate the classifier, a 5-fold cross-validation was applied on each sub

ject data in which the 50 feature data points were randomly partitioned into five 

subgroups of equal sizes. In addition to the results for each motion template, a 

simple ensemble classification result was also provided through majority vot

ing of predictions by templates such that more than four votes for the number 

of 'fatigued' labeled templates were considered as fatigued. It is assumed that 

the fusing of the classification results will provide more accurate results as well 

as a better holistic picture of the state of the subject since the eight templates are 

inherently different from a kinematics perspective. 

4.2.3.5 Model Evaluation 

Model evaluation is the final step in the fatigue classification model in which the 

accuracy of the classifier was assessed. Three evaluating measures were consid

ered for assessing the error rate (accuracy), the probability of correct fatigued 

state detection (sensitivity), and the probability of correct non-fatigued state de

tection (specificity) for all motion templates as well as their combination. 

4.3 Results 

The mean (SD) value for the subjective ratings of RPE and SFL across the whole 

participants were 14.4 (2.6) and 6.8 (1.2), respectively, that were used to identify 
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Figure 4.6: The segmented acceleration magnitude. 

Notes: The results include for non-fatigued (blue line) and fatigued (red line) 
states, with the representation of heel strike (black *) and rest periods (black 
line). 

the existence of a fatigued state in a participant. 

The sample segmentation results of highly filtered acceleration magnitude 

to be prepared for segmentation for non-fatigued and fatigued states are shown 

in Figure 4.6, after setting the recognized stationary periods to zero. This profile 

belongs to the training sets of a 29-year old female participant with SFL of 7. 

The mean trajectory of four different motion templates from the training 

sets is presented in Figure 4.7. The distinction between the fatigued and non

fatigued states is shown in the separate profiles with the shaded region repre

senting the standard deviation. There is a distinct decrease in the step length 

after inducing fatigue . In addition, the mean profiles of velocity magnitude, ac

celeration magnitude and jerk magnitude show a decrease in step duration. The 

other comparable quantity is the peak value of these four mean trajectories. The 
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graphical representation shows a decrease in the maximum step height and ve

locity magnitude after fatigue_ The graphs also show that differences between 

the profile of mean trajectories for other kinematical variables (i.e. accelera

tion magnitude ll a ll , and jerk magnitude II JII among fatigued and non-fatigued 

states are not as visually clear as the position and velocity magnitude trajecto

ries. 

The SVM classification results of all eight motion components and the com

bination of them using a simple vote ensemble are provided in Table 4.1. It is 

noteworthy that the classification was tested multiple times to show the repeata

bility of the algorithm. The combination of all templates was found to have the 

highest accuracy (90%) for correctly detection of the fatigued state as it was as

sumed. The acceleration template has the second highest accuracy (89%), which 
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can be attributed to the accurate direct segmentation results and the fact that it 

was the directly collected, rather than calculated, measure since the kinematic 

computations can be a source of error and uncertainty. The next highest per

forming templates were position trajectory and velocity magnitude both with 

an accuracy of (86%). In addition, the templates containing angular properties 

show a meaningful change in the leg posture in the sagittal plane (0x, Bx )- It is 

noteworthy that for assessing the performance of the classifier in a case of fewer 

training data, instead of having two equal data sets for testing and training, the 

author also investigated 40% and 60% of training data and the results were not 

compromised. 

Table 4.1: Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of classifier using Euclidean dis
tances based on different templates. 

(P,,(1), P,J t)) (t, II V(t)ll) (t, ll a(t)ll) (t, II J(t)ll) (0, (t ), e, (t )) (0, (t ), 0, (t )) (0, (1), 0, (t )) (0, (t ), 0, (t )) Combination of all Templates 
Accuracy 0.86 0.86 0.89 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.82 0.80 0.90 

Sensitivity 0.89 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.85 0.80 0.87 
Specificity 0.84 0.87 0.89 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.81 0.81 0.92 

4.4 Discussion 

The findings of this study indicate that fatigue induced by a simulated manu

facturing task results in changes in temporal and spatial characteristics of gait 

kinematics including step length and step duration that can be used for fatigue 

detection. The present distance-based template matching algorithm was able to 

predict the fatigued and non-fatigued states with the highest accuracy of 90% 

for the combination of all templates across 20 subjects. 

Fatigue-induced changes in human gait kinematics have been reported in 

several studies [40, 185, 186, 170, 34, 41, 162, 187, 32]. However, there are dis

crepancies in the results of human gait kinematics variability by these different 
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studies that can be associated mainly with different fatiguing protocols. The 

most common protocols of fatigue generation that have been studied include 

running on a treadmill [162], sit-to-stand tasks [40, 187], or applying maximum 

voluntary contraction (MVC) until exhaustion such that the subject cannot con

tinue the task [40]. Different protocols may affect different muscles, e.g. medial

lateral muscles in running and anterior-posterior muscles in sit-to-stand tasks, 

causing different motor responses [162]. 

Here, the results of human gait characteristics from these studies are re

ported and the author's classification results are highlighted in the case of each 

kinematic metric. Regarding the walking trajectory characteristics, based on 

the results for a number of studies (e.g. [40, 164, 188]), step length decreases 

due to fatigue. They interpreted this decrease as a result of applying a proac

tive mechanism to modulate the effector system for adapting to environmental 

conditions [189]. In terms of walking velocity, the difference between fatigued 

and non-fatigued groups was not significant as reported by [32]. On the other 

hand, subjects significantly increased their step velocity following fatigue ac

cording to [40]. Walking velocity can affect the friction by altering the coeffi

cient of friction through changing the ratio of horizontal to vertical foot force 

and controlling the likelihood of slip-induced falls [190, 191, 192, 34]. Even with 

the inconsistencies in gait kinematics variations resulting from fatigue reported 

in the previous studies, the present classification algorithm was able to prop

erly discern these changes and detect the fatigue states using these two features 

with 86% accuracy. In addition, Parijat et al. [34] and Yoshino et al. [39] re

ported a significant change in acceleration magnitude. Furthermore, Lockhart 

et al. [161] results show an increase in heel contact jerk in post-fatigue walking. 

The present fatigue detection method could classify the changes in acceleration 
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and jerk magnitude with 89% and 85% accuracies, respectively. 

These kinematic changes of motion component trajectories are not the same 

for all templates. The distinction in the position template of (Pe11 PeJ provided 

in Figure 4.7 is clear from the mean trajectory graphs, however, for accelera

tion magnitude component, the segments are more precise and truly represent 

one gait cycle due to the direct segmentation of the acceleration rather than us

ing the segment points, which allows for better distinction between classes. The 

SVM classifier is applied on two features, one being step duration which always 

changed following fatigue. Considering this feature along with any other fea

ture (e.g. jerk) ameliorates the low performance of the second feature and boosts 

the classification results for all motion templates. Rotational features, including 

the combinations of leg angular positions and velocities (i.e. (0x, 0y ), ( 0x, Bx))), 

provide good results in classification, indicating that leg posture and the pattern 

of walking in the sagittal plane changes following fatigue, which has not been 

addressed in any of the previous studies. 

Human movement analysis and human activity recognition have been stud

ied by various algorithms including SVM, HMM, neural network, discriminant 

analysis, or nearest neighbor [170]. Classification between normal and post

exhaustion gait patterns have been studied by Janssen et al. [186] and Karg et 

al. [170] with the report of a significant difference in gait kinematics of pre

and post-exhaustion. However, as is typical in human fatigue detection studies, 

large inter-subject variance in gait characteristics highly affects the classification 

accuracy [186]. 

A summary of the classification methods from the previous studies, along 

with their results of fatigue detection during gait is provided in Table 4.2. [32] 

examined different SVM classifiers where the results for linear and RBF kernel 
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function show a better performance. Their best results in terms of accuracy, sen

sitivity and specificity outperform ours, which can be attributed mainly to their 

larger number of features employed, the procedure of fatigue inducement, and 

the number of sensors utilized. On the other hand, the present study had better 

performance in fatigue detection than Karg et al. [170] in spite of their more 

complex classification method and selection of features. One-to-one compari

son of the fatigue detection studies may not seem appropriate since the proto

cols and data used vary among studies. However, as a general comparison, this 

study has some advantages. First, in contrast to other similar works that uti

lized costly motion capture systems or data from multiple sensors in the whole 

duration of fatigue inducement protocol, this study used the data of short pe

riods(~ 40 s) in fatigued and non-fatigued states from only one IMU attached 

to the ankle. This feature enables the method to be used in real-time appli

cations by extracting a single stride, calculating the motion components, and 

plugging these into the trained classifier to predict the state of fatigue . The time 

required for accomplishing this purpose is approximately 3.6 s using a personal 

computer, which is a sufficient time for fatigue prediction purposes. Second, 

workplace simulated fatigue inducement tasks were used for data collection in 

this study, however, most of the other studies considered extreme exercises until 

complete exhaustion as their protocols. In other words, changes in the param

eters studied in a realistic fatigue inducement task may not be as significant as 

they might have been had the changes happened through extreme exercise. 

There are some limitations associated with this study. The subjects recruited 

for the experiments consisted of both manufacturing and non-industrial work

ers, which can affect their induced fatigue level depending on how accustomed 

they are to the fatiguing task. Moreover, the time of experimental sessions was 
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not randomized in each day, which would have removed the effect of time on 

fatigue development. In addition, the level of fatigue was not as extreme as 

an eight-hour shift in a real manufacturing environment, which may have lim

ited the level of induced fatigue. The task was also equivalent for all subjects, 

regardless of strength or gender, which may differ from a real manufacturing 

condition. Lastly, although this study lacked physiological validation (e.g. EMG 

measurement to support the presence of muscle fatigue), which limited the abil

ity to confirm the detection of fatigue, subjective ratings of RPE and SFL were 

used as a measure for this confirmation. Nevertheless, physiological validation, 

as a standard, will be considered in future experimental studies. Despite these 

limitations to generalisability, this study provides a robust classification method 

to be applied to future tests in a real manufacturing environment and in condi

tions that address these issues. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The reported method uses a template matching pattern recognition technique, 

along with machine learning algorithms for classifying non-fatigued vs. fa

tigued states of the human body during walking using an IMU attached to 

the ankle. A robust and easy to implement segmentation method for gait cy

cle detection is proposed for a highly accurate detection of consecutive gait cy

cles. The classification was carried out using an RBF SVM on the distance-based 

score of segmented gait cycles and step duration as the two features. The results 

indicate that the combination of all motion components yields the highest accu

racy of 90% in predicting the fatigue states for the 20 recruited subjects. This 

study found that the fatigue due to a simulated manufacturing task of man-
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ual material handling results in changes in gait kinematics. Not all of the gait 

kinematics perform the same in fatigue prediction such that the foot accelera

tion and position trajectories are among the high performing parameters. This 

method provides a practical framework for predicting realistically induced fa

tigue through manufacturing tasks, which can be extended to real-time fatigue 

monitoring due to the simplicity of this template matching technique. 



Fati~e Induce ment Protocol Classification Method Feahues Used 
Zhang et al. (2014)(32] Squatting exercise until exhaustion RBF SVM Resultant, mean, maximum, minimum, range, 

skewness, energy and dominant frequency 
for acceleration and jerk in trunk using IMU 

Janssen et al. (2011) {186] lsokinetic leg exercises with weights until exhaustion RBF SVM, self-organising Maps (SOM) Deviation from average for the profile of ground reaction force 
Karg et al. (2014) {1 70] Squatting exercise until exhaustion Parametric Hidden Markov Model (PHMM), linear regression lime series of angles and angular velocities/minimum, 

mean, maximum, and range of motion (ROM) 
for joint angles and temporal feahlres using motion capture system 

Karg et al. (2008) 1193] Maximum power test on a rowing ergometer until exhaustion Linear discriminant analysis (LOA), naive Bayes, Struchlral and dynamical cues by principal component 
K-nearest neighbour clustering (KNN) and SVM analysis (PCA) and Fourier transformation (FT) 

on marker position data and join t angles 
using motion ca phi re system 

Ma man et al. (2017) {75 ] Manufacturing fatiguing tasks including parts assembly, Pena lised logistic regression and penalised regression Descriptive statistics as well as percent change 
supply pickup and insertion, and manual material handling and cumulative sum (CUSUM) for each statis tic 
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Changepoint Analysis to Predict the 

Fatigue Start Point through Gait 

Trajectory Parameters during a 

Prolonged Occupational Task 

5.1 Introduction 

Despite a decrease in nonfatal work-related injury rates for six states in 2016, this 

rate has remained higher than 2.5% for 8 states with a total of 2.9 million cases 

across the U.S. [194]. In order to prevent workplace accidents and injuries, it 

is necessary to develop exposure assessment strategies and tools for controlling 

the workers in the presence of critical occupational hazards. The quantification 

of physical exposure during occupational tasks requires further investigations 

[120]. To date, most of the literature has emphasized the feasibility of detecting 

pre- and post-changes in the physical parameters of body recorded during a fa-
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tiguing activity. It is rare to have a system to monitor the changes in real-time 

and identify the transition point to when an individual has reached a fatigued 

state, i.e. has changed their work performance. Knowing this point, however, 

is critical because it allows for the implementation of an intervention that can 

minimize the negative effects of a performance change. In addition, through 

investigation of changepoint identification, it can be determined that which pa

rameters (or combination of them) are most informative. Gait parameters and 

the respective changes are of interest for this investigation because a number of 

workplace tasks involve walking, the shoe is a convenient location for a non

intrusive sensor, and gait has a known pattern with well-defined parameters 

and databases of normal values from which to monitor changes. This pattern 

allows for identification of the steps taken throughout the work task, supporting 

ease of implementation in practice. 

In a previous study, Maman et al. [195] have identified a substantial set of 

features along with their performances in the detection of fatigued state. There 

is a lack of consensus about the techniques and methods for the fusion of data 

from multiple sensors and to provide an individualized multi-parametric mon

itoring and risk evaluation [196, 197, 198]. The effectiveness of such a safety 

monitoring system depends on its capability in fatigue prediction to avoid any 

potential health and safety incident. This requires an accurate and continuous 

monitoring of the quantified physical condition in the workers for the change

point analysis through the metrics derived from multisensor data. The goal of 

changepoint analysis in fatigue detection is a continuous determination of the 

normal baseline and the statistically significant deviations from this baseline in 

the worker during the work period in order to move toward a real-time fatigue 

monitoring system. 
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Change-point detection is a noted procedure for the identification of irreg

ularities in time series in statistics and data mining applications including fi

nance, biometrics, and robotics [199, 200, 201]. Real-time and retrospective are 

the two types of change-point detection methods, the former suits the appli

cations requiring an immediate response, e.g. robot control, and the latter is 

designed for the situations where no instant reaction is necessary but the accu

racy and robustness matters, e.g. climate change detection, genetic time series 

analysis, and intrusion detection in computer networks [201]. 

For retrospective applications, a promising changepoint detection method 

known as cumulative sum (CUSUM) has been developed by Basseville et al. 

[202], originally proposed by Page [203], through the probability distribution 

comparison and the significant difference detection over the past and present 

time intervals as both windows move forward along a time series. As a popular 

approach, i.e. subspace identification, used a principal component analysis on 

the data in the present and past time intervals and the similarity between inter

vals in the subspace domain were measured through the distance between the 

subspaces from the extended observability matrix of a state-space model with 

system noise [200]. Aside from these parametric models, are non-parametric 

ones including kernel density estimation, however, with low accuracy in high

dimensional systems due to the curse of dimensionality [204, 205]. This issue 

has been resolved through the estimating of probability density ratios by skip

ping the direct density estimations [201, 206]. 

Real-time changepoint detection is crucial for the applications that require a 

prompt controlling response, e.g. robotics, EEG analysis, and fatigue monitor

ing [207]. Adams et al. [199] have developed a Bayesian approach for real-time 

changepoint detection, in contrast to the prior similar works which have been 
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retrospective, by casual predictive filtering, i.e. estimating the probability dis

tribution of the future data in the time series from the previously seen data. 

However, the changepoint detection in multidimensional time series has not re

ceived much attention. In an attempt to solve this problem in high dimensional 

situations, Cho et al. [208] combined the CUSUM statistics of periodograms 

from different dimensions in the time series using sparsified binary segmenta

tion (SBS) algorithm that avoids the inclusion of outlier CUSUM statistics due 

to the high dimensions of the systems by considering a certain thresholds. 

The ultimate goal is to develop a real-time monitoring system for fatigue 

detection to prevent the potential health and safety incidents during the work, 

however, the first step is to establish the solution to problem in a retrospec

tive manner to set a target for the accuracy and robustness of the system when 

moving toward a real-time based model. Non-parametric changepoint analysis 

methods for understanding the patterns and assessing the stability of a statis

tical process can be used to analyze the continuous time series data. Despite 

the non-parametric analyses, to have a high performance, parametric methods 

require the correct recognition of the probability distributions within the data 

which might not be consistent and always extractable for different human sub

jects data. Considering the multi-feature nature of models for human fatigue 

analysis [99], a non-parametric agglomerative-based approach for multivariate 

changepoint detection has been studied [209]. To achieve this objective, four 

research questions were established: 

1. How do the gait parameters of stride length, step height, and stride dura

tion change over a 3-hour period? 

2. Are there consistent patterns for these changes across individuals? 
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3. Do the patterns systematically vary based on specific demographic char

acteristics? 

4. How do these sensor-based changes correlate with the subjective ratings 

of fatigue provided by the participant? 

5.2 Methods 

In this section, the goal is to examine whether the use of changepoint analysis 

techniques is appropriate for detecting fatigue, based on data captured from 

wearable sensors. As such, a secondary data analysis was performed to the 

data generated in Chapter 4 [99]. 

The methods include five main steps of 1) data collection, 2) data pre

processing, 3) features data correction, 4) changepoints detection, and 5) 

changepoints interpretation. The overall procedure of fatigue monitoring and 

changepoint detection algorithm is presented in Figure 5.1. 

5.2.1 Participants 

Fifteen subjects including 8 males and 7 females with mean (SD) age of 37.6 

(16.7) years, body mass of 74.2 (14.4) kg, and stature of 170.8 (9.2) cm selected 

from the students with some experience of performing manual tasks as well as 

local workers participated in the study. The participants were excluded based 

on the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) [172] considering the 

cardiovascular diseases, musculoskeletal disorders, and previous injury or cur

rent pain that avoids the proper execution of the experimental tasks. Informed 

consent was obtained from the participants prior to the start of the experiments 
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Figure 5.1: The procedure of fatigue monitoring and changepoint detection al
gorithm. 

that was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University at Buf

falo. 
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5.2.2 Experimental Procedure and Wearable Monitoring Sys

tem 

The experimental task included a three-hour MMH session in which the par

ticipants performed a continuous transporting and palatalizing of different 

weighted containers with a provided instruction sheet and a predefined pace 

to induce fatigue (Figure 5.2). The participants were monitored for a self

reported fatigue condition using RPE on a 6-20 scale [173] every 10 min and 

SFL on 1-10 scale every 30 min. The center of attention in this study was 

the monitoring of gait step pattern change during an intensive walking activ

ity as indicated to be an identifying factor for fatigue in a highly fatiguing 

task [99]. Therefore, the participating subjects were equipped with a small 

IMU at the right ankle as shown in Figure 5.2 (Shimmer3, Dublin, Ireland, 

www.shimmersensing.com) that contained a built-in accelerometer, magne

tometer and gyroscope and recorded the data with a sampling rate of 51.2 Hz. 

For more information on the sensor system and task specifications, we encour

age the reader to review the previous study in Chapter 4 [99]. 

5.2.3 Data Pre-processing 

5.2.3.1 Sensors Data Fusion 

The first 10 minutes of the three-hour IMU data was removed which was asso

ciated with the warmup period to ensure that the participants were accustomed 

to the task. The gravitational acceleration was removed from the calibrated ac

celerometer sensor data transformed to the global frame of reference from the 

body coordinate system. The rotational angels used in the transformation ma-

www.shimmersensing.com
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Figure 5.2: The graphical representation of the fatiguing MMH experiment ses
sion. 

Note: The participants performed a continuous transporting and palatalizing of 
different weighted containers with the wearable IMU attached to the ankle. 

trix was obtained from a sensor fusion algorithm in a Kalman filter to incorpo

rate accelerational and gyroscopic data to estimate an accurate rotational posi

tion of the IMU in the form of quaternions. In order to have a smoothed data for 

gait step identification, the transformed acceleration data was filtered with a 4th 

order Butterworth low-pass filter by considering 4 Hz as the cut-off frequency, 

for each axis data as well as the resultant magnitude acceleration (see Section 

4.2.2.1). 

5.2.3.2 Gait Cycles Segmentation 

The time series acceleration data were segmented using the modified segmen

tation method. Similar to the original algorithm (introduced in Section 4.2.2.2), 

this method identifies the gait steps based on locating the two peaks of acceler-
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ation indicating heel strike and toe off. This assumption was justified based on 

the results of Tongen and Wunderlich [92] as well as the author's preliminary 

analyses. In this technique, a time window containing a specific number of data 

points was considered. The detailed description of the original stepwise search 

based technique for gait segmentation can be found in the previous study [99]. 

In this modified version, the parameters of the algorithm were individual

ized according to a sample gait data. A time window of a specific number of 

data starting from the first data point in the acceleration time series was con

sidered. The number of data points in the time window was trained based on 

a pure walking period containing 2000 data (~ 40 sec). The value defined to 

be the average number of data points included in each segmented gait cycle 

across this period. During the training phase for pure walking, the data points 

were considered 50 but this number must be tuned based on the walking pace 

and sensor sampling rate. In this time window, the algorithm searches for two 

peaks, a smaller one in the first half and a bigger one in the second half of the 

window, if these peaks meet the criteria, i.e. the ratio of peak values in the sec

ond half to the first half is larger than 1.2 and the larger peak value is greater 

than T, this time window was associated with a gait cycle. The threshold Twas 

defined to be 80% of the minimum value of the peaks in the training segmented 

gait cycles. In such a case, the start point of the gait cycle was selected to be the 

data point with the minimum value of acceleration magnitude that lies within 

the past 20 points or the next 10 points from the first data point in the time win

dow. The endpoint of the gait cycle was selected to be the data point with the 

minimum value of acceleration magnitude that lies within the next 20 points 

after the larger peak. Next, the search continues and the data point right after 

the endpoint will be considered as the new potential "start point" in the new 
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Figure 5.3: The block diagram of gait segmentation algorithm. 

time window. If these criteria were not met, the second data point in the initial 

continuous-time data was considered. Finally, a criterion was applied to remove 

the segments with a length that deviates more than 30% from 50 data points. 

The block diagram representation of the segmentation algorithm is provided 

in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 presents an example of the parameter determination 

approach described in the algorithm. 

The pre-defined parameters were considered based on [99] and the authors' 

experimental observations on real data from multiple subjects. The mathemat

ical representation of the proposed modified stepwise search-based segmenta

tion method is provided in Equation 5.1: 
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T = 80% of this value 

a l b> 1.2 

Figure 5.4: The graphical representation of gait segmentation algorithm for a 
period of 20 sec. 

Note: The peak points represent heel strike (black *) and flat lines are rest peri
ods (black line). 

'Y (axyz, q, tj) = { argmax axyz 
t E [t;,tJ ] 

[t7, tj] = {argmin axyz s.t. 01 E [t; - 20, I;+ 10], J2 E [t J, tf + 20]}}, 
t Eb1 ,b2 

(5.1) 

where 'f (axyz, t;, tj) is the refined segmented time window of acceleration mag

nitude time series with the starting and ending points q and tj. axyz is the 

non-gravitational acceleration magnitude computed from the transformed ac

celeration signal after removing the gravity g ~ 9.55 m/s2
. The time points ti 

and t f are the initial starting and ending points, and t1 corresponds to the 1st 

half data points of the initial segmented time window 'Y (axyz, ti, tf). 

5.2.3.3 Gait Trajectory Estimation 

The features for continuous changepoint monitoring was selected based on their 

performance in fatigue prediction. Baghdadi et al. [99] reported that the gait 

trajectory in terms of step length and step height show a high accuracy (86%) 
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in fatigue classification in gait. In addition, the step duration as the other fea

ture that changed significantly in fatigue was considered for changepoint mon

itoring. This feature was extractable knowing the gait segments. For the pur

pose of changepoint analysis, the step trajectories were normalized to the body 

stature. This, in essence, allows capturing the steps as a percentage of the per

sons height. This reduces the between-subject variables in the data and is sup

ported by the seminal work of Oberg et al. [210]. 

For finding the foot trajectory in gait, the acceleration data transformed to 

the global coordinate system was used after removing the bias in velocity cal

culations due to the numerical integration error by considering the stationary 

periods of each gait cycle, i.e. between heel strike and toe off, as the reference 

points in which the velocity must be set to zero through Zero Velocity Update 

(ZUPT) algorithm [211 ]. The position trajectory was estimated by the second 

integration and transformation to the Frenet-Serret coordinate system for re

moving the effect of a potentially unaligned sensor at the ankle [99] (see Section 

4.2.2.3). Figure 5.5 shows the visual representation of the kinematic features in 

one sample gait step. 

5.2.3.4 Gait Strides Correction 

The segmented gait steps included a combination of major steps, i.e. in walk

ing, and minor steps, i.e. in stationary foot re-locations, which need to be re

moved. Several approaches were examined for outlier detection. The origi

nal hypothesis was that these outliers constitute faulty sensor readings (since 

they are not sustained), and thus, this data can be removed prior to any fur

ther analysis. However, based on a detailed investigation of the data and 

the application of several outlier detection methods (univariate and multivari-
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Figure 5.5: Visual representation of the kinematic features in one sample gait 
stride 

ate), it turned out that the data is non-normal, highly autocorrelated and non

stationary. Thus, these approaches are not suitable for removing the outliers 

from our data. Thus, the utilization of filtering based methods was investigated 

to impute/correct/smoothen the data. 

After examining several outlier detection methods, i.e. density-based spa

tial clustering (DBSCAN) [212], boxplots for outlier detection, and Mahalanobis 

distance-based methods, our final approach to detecting and then removing 

outliers is to use smoothing techniques to "correct" the data. Based on the re

sults shown in the previous sections, the fundamental hypotheses behind this 

approach are: 

(A) The sensors data seem to be non-stationary, autocorrelated and somewhat 

complex (from a statistical perspective). More importantly, there are spikes 

in the data that cannot be explained by the kinematic model. These spikes 

produce values that are unrealistic, e.g. a scaled stride length > 2 is not 

possible since that means that the stride of the person is two times larger 
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than their height. While this insight is useful, there is no hard limit that we 

can enforce since the literature reports mean values across the population 

instead of attempting to provide a physical threshold on what is possible. 

(B) The outliers tended to appear in pairs of two; indicating a possible issue in 

the segmentation of the data. Note that we label this data as outliers since 

it is not sustained, i.e. it is unlikely to say that a person is fatigued for only 

two strides. 

(C) Smoothing, i.e. a low pass filter on the data, will allow us to impute val

ues for every stride (after an initial size window). This will allow us to 

preserve the successive nature of the strides, "fix" the outliers based on 

neighboring strides, and not throw away any observation. 

An algorithmic approach based on the above observations was implemented 

to the data using a median filter with moving window size of n=29 (i.e. the me

dian is calculated based on an overlapping moving window of size 29 strides) 

[213]. This window size was chosen based on the biomechanical considerations 

as it allows to: 

(a) ignore the effect of any turns in the direction of motion; and 

(b) the corresponding window size is approximately 30 seconds long, which 

presents an easy to remember the rule for practical application. 

5.2.4 Changepoint Detection 

The time series data were rescaled/normalized to 0-100% scale in the timescale 

for all participants to prepare for a time series clustering type analysis. To be 
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specific, the three features were sampled from the data based on the 0.05% time 

increments from start. This resulted in a standardization of the number of ob

servations within each time series across the 15 participants. Based on this in

crement size, each time series comprised of 2000 observations, each at 0.05% 

time increment from its neighboring data points. 

The agglomerative approach of Matteson and James [209] (ecp) for multiple 

changepoint analysis of this trivariate data was examined that is suitable. In 

this method, the gait cycle data points were divided into a number of clusters 

in which more than one data point can exist. The adjacent pairs of clusters 

were merged considering a criterion based on the largest increase or smallest 

decrease in the goodness-of-fit statistic through a greedy optimization method. 

This process continued until only a single cluster containing the gait cycle data 

points remains. Finally, the estimated number of changepoints were determined 

considering the clustering scheme that maximizes the goodness-of-fit statistic 

over the entire concatenated data points within the clusters. The multivariate 

changepoint method was tested using the median filtered data. To apply this 

method to the median filtered data, a window size, which reflects the smallest 

size of a shift that is to be detected, need to be selected. From a biomechanics 

perspective, it is expected that the change of performance due to fatigue will 

be sustained at least for several minutes (until the person adapts and/or rests). 

Thus, the size of the window (mecp) should be m ecp 2: 60. The following window 

sizes: 60, 120,180, 300, and 600 were also examined. For the sake of comparison, 

the CUSUMs of the median filtered data (as opposed to the median filtered time 

series) with m ec p = 120 were also tested for changepoint analysis. 
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5.2.5 Changepoints Interpretation 

It is very important to predict the starting point of fatigue before a potential 

safety/health consequence. Monitoring the body movement patterns can be 

served as a potential predictor for fatigue [99, 75]. Thus, the detected change

points need to be interpretable for a practical intervention. 

5.2.5.1 Comparing the ecp changepoints with Subjective Ratings 

Throughout the experiments, the participants provided their subjective ratings 

every 10 minutes. The ratings were based on the Borg 6-20 RPE scale. In this 

regard, the identified changepoints were compared to the changepoints of sub

jective RPE. Two major approaches were tested for changepoint identification, 

i.e. the threshold-based changepoints and the changepoints from the univari

ate version of ecp approach and e-divisive hierarchical-based method. The 

location of gait kinematic changepoints was compared to the subjective rating 

changepoints, i.e. in terms of the chronological order. The values of 13 as sug

gested to be cutoff points for the emerging of fatigue in the literature was con

sidered for threshold-based changepoints [75, 214]. 

5.2.5.2 Time Series Clustering 

To understand how the underlying multivariate time series are similar, a uni

variate time series clustering using the first principal component (PC) of the 

scaled and then median filtered data was performed using hierarchical univari

ate time series clustering based on the distances obtained using the dynamic 

time warping (DTW) method. In the next step, the clustering results were com

pared to the demographic and anthropometric characteristics of each group to 
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provide a meaningful interpretation and potential practical interventions. 

5.3 Results 

At the end of the three-hour experiment, the mean (SD) value for the final sub

jective ratings of RPE and SFL were 15 (2) and 7 (1), respectively. The partic

ipants were selected for the study based on their final RPE 2': 6 and SFL 2': 13 

to assure the existence of fatigue [75]. The mean (SD) quantity of original seg

mented gait cycles for all subjects across the three-hour experiment was 5669 

(1700). 

In order to compare the changepoints of gait stride features to the subjective 

ratings, the sample result of changepoints along with the subjective RPE across 

the three-hour task is provided in Figure 5.6. For most of the participants, the 

number and/or location of changepoints derived from the ecp algorithm with 

different m ecp values were almost similar. For demonstration purpose, the re

sults of m ecp = 120 for one representative subject are provided. 

In Figure 5.6, the number of changepoints for the median filtered data for 

this participant is equal to 2. These changepoints are located at 60% and 90% 

of the experiment completion time. The threshold-based changepoint in the 

subjective RPE is located at 18%. In addition, the number of changepoints based 

on the RPE values for this subject is equal to 3. These changepoints are located 

at 23%, 47%, and 88%. 

Univariate time series clustering based on the first PC of the scaled sensor 

data is provided. Based on the clustering analysis, the percent variation ex

plained by the first principal component of the scaled median filtered data for 

each participant is equal to: 0.75, 0.8, 0.56, 0.88, 0.54, 0.68, 0.4, 0.74, 0.5, 0.78, 0.83, 
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Figure 5.6: Plots of the Median Filtered Data and their ecp changepoints com
pared to the respective subjective rating. 

Note: the results correspond to a 20 year-old male participant with 79.1 kg 
weight and 178 cm stature whose final RPE was 16. The colored vertical lines 
correspond to the following. First, the black lines are used to denote the change
points based on the non-parametric, multivariate, ecp approach on the kine
matic features. Second, the steel-blue line corresponds to the time from start in 
seconds, when the subject has an RPE that equals or exceeds 13. Note that we 
only indicate the first occurrence when the RPE 2: 13 on the graphs. Third, the 
gray lines denote the univariate, nonparametric changepoints obtained from the 
RPE values. 

0.54, 0.48, 0.76, 0.73. The resulting dendrogram is shown in Figure 5.7. Based on 

this dendrogram, one can see that the best choice for a total number of clusters 

is equal to 3 or 4. This number was then used to cut the dendrogram tree. We 

show the resulting cluster membership in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.7: Cluster dendrogram based on the DTW distances. 

Note: Pl to P15 correspond to the 15 recruited participants. 

Table 5.1: The associated cluster assignments for both thresholds. 

Note: k=3 (top row) or k=4 (bottom row). 

Participant Pl P2 P3 P4 PS P6 P7 PS P9 PlO Pll P12 P13 Pl4 P15 
k=3 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 1 
k=4 1 2 3 2 1 1 4 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 2 

Considering that a significant number of members need to be included in a 

single cluster, k = 3 seemed to be the appropriate option to continue with. This 

choice results in the isolation of participant 3 (P3) in a separate cluster, i.e. C2, 

thus making us consider this as an outlier. The high dissimilarity of the time 

series data for P3 to the rest of participants results in this adverse outcome that 

can be explained by the corruption in the recorded data for this specific par

ticipant so that was discarded for further analysis. The overall results of clus

tering by overlaying the graphs of features and subjective ratings of RPE for 
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each cluster, i.e. Cl and C3 are provided in Figure 5.8 in terms of percent task 

completion (0-100%) for each subject. As an effort to investigate any potential 

subjective justification for the clustering results, the characteristics of partici

pants, i.e. gender, age, weight, height, SFL, and RPE, and the cluster numbers 

are provided in Table 5.2. The overall results show a convergence in the stride 

feature graphs toward the second half of the experiment for Cl (see Figure 5.8 

(top)). This condition is applicable for the RPE in C2 (see 5.8 (bottom)). A multi

nomial logistic regression was performed on each of the measures in Table 5.2 

as well as the whole set to examine the predictability of the cluster membership 

from the demographic/anthropometric/ subjective measures, however, none of 

the parameters were significant on the relative risk of being in Cl compared to 

C3, i.e p-value > 0.05. 

Table 5.2: The mean (SD) of demographic, anthropometric, and subjective rating 
information for the participants in each cluster 

Cluster Cl C3 
Gender (Male= 0, Female= 1) 0.37 (0.52) 0.67 (0.52) 

Age 39.12 (17.31) 38.50 (19.21) 
Weight (kg) 73.39 (18.55) 76.21 (11.26) 
Height (cm) 171.75 (9.45) 169.50 (11.17) 
Final RPE 14.87 (1.96) 14.83 (2.14) 
Final SFL 7.25 (0.89) 6.83 (1.33) 

5.4 Discussion 

As a multidimensional phenomenon, fatigue can be analyzed using a non

parametric approach for multivariate data. The optimal set of information pro

vided by the subgroup bundles of 120 natural walking steps was able to reveal 

the changes in gait characteristics across a prolonged duration. These change-
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A paneled time-series plot for cluster 1 
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Figure 5.8: Demonstration of time series clustering results for stride features 
along with the subjective ratings of RPE for cluster 1 (Cl) and cluster 3 (C3). 

points were able to predict the onset of fatigue prior to the personal declaration 

as the ground truth to prevent the potential adverse safety and health incidents 

allowing for a proper primary intervention. 

Evaluating the changepoint locations within the early time periods of the 
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fatigue inducement process indicated that the majority of the shift locations oc

curred passed 30 minutes of the experiment where the start of fatigue is not 

likely demonstrating the fatigue-based nature of the detected changepoints. Con

centrating on the similarity of the time series data based on the point-to-point 

distances by DTW, the subjects fall in two clusters in which the trajectory-based 

features, i.e. step length and step height, acted the same way as expected due 

to their correlative properties. The discrepancy for the step duration feature 

relative to the trajectory-based features, i.e. having different pattern in terms 

of increment or decrement which is more evident for Cl as the trajectory-based 

features show a decreasing patters in contrast to the duration which show an in

crease, can be attributed to the dependency of the gait step pattern behavior to 

the the gait speed variations. There are physical limitations for the values taken 

by the trajectory-based features considering the anthropometric characteristics 

of the body which are directly correlated with gender, however, increasing gait 

speed can result in lower values for the step duration justifying the non-positive 

correlations with the trajectory-based features. Overall, the clusters could sepa

rate the curves in a logical way and there are reasonably consistent patterns in 

the changes across individuals with basic groupings (specifically for C3). 

Time series, in nature, convey sequential information on the behavior of a 

system which is susceptible to change over time [215]. Unlike changepoint es

timation, in which the known changes are interpreted, changepoint detection 

models need to be designed to reveal the latent variations in the pattern of 

data [216, 217]. The magnitude of these variations is not equivalent and may 

vary depending on the source of data and the nature of the application, i.e. the 

changepoint magnitude is significant in human activity recognition, but this is 

not the case for body movement pattern monitoring across a fatiguing occupa-
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tional task. Hence, the selection of a changepoint analysis method is dependent 

on the type of time series data being monitored. 

The nature of the present multivariate gait-related feature time series pro

vides insights into the selection of the right method. Changepoint detection 

for pattern monitoring in multivariate time series demands more challenge due 

to: a) uncertainty in the definition of a change, b) inconsistency in the amount 

of change across different variables, and c) the unexpected correlation of vari

ables leading to a change [218, 219]. Thus, robustness is substantial to handle 

the inherent noise of sensor measurements to minimize the false alarm. Dimen

sionality reduction by time series projection [220] and independent component 

analysis [221] is the remedy, however, with the cost of information loss by the 

shrinkage into a univariate time series. A non-parametric, unsupervised and 

retrospective method for multivariate time series was chosen considering that: 

a) no assumption can be made on the data distribution or no significant func

tional model can be attributed to the human movement features extracted from 

the raw time series data in an ordinary occupational activity, i.e. human motion 

data are non-parametric and high dimensional [222]; b) the changepoints cannot 

be labeled for the gait feature data to serve as the training set since no defined 

pattern or rule exists for the identification of transition from non-fatigued to fa

tigued state; and c) the initial intention was to tackle this problem in an off-line 

mode to get a sense of feasibility and accuracy. In addition, there are advantages 

associated with such a method including lower computational costs and better 

performance in larger or higher dimensional datasets and the ability to handle 

different situations without a prior training by finding the changes based on the 

statistical features of the data [223, 216]. 

The current literature on time series analysis and changepoint detection is 
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very limited in the field of ergonomics and human activity monitoring, mainly 

focused on action recognition and segmentation from movement measures 

through spatiotemporal alignment by dynamic manifold tarping (DMW) and 

DTW for similarity measurement in time series [222, 224], or movements esti

mation by monitoring physiological measures, e.g. cardiovascular and respira

tory time series [225]. Time series analysis in occupational settings was stud

ied, however with no attention to changepoint detection. Calzavara et al. [226] 

developed an analytic model for rest allowance estimation to avoid fatigue ac

cumulation in the operators of manual material handling activities using the 

pattern of fatigue and recovery functions. Heart rate as a measure of energy 

expenditure was used as an indicator of whole-body fatigue, however, no mea

sure was considered for physical movement monitoring and their model re

quires a person-specific hyperparameter determination leading to model uncer

tainty and barrier in generalizability. Additionally, this model is not applicable 

in repetitive activities in which similar muscles are in action, however, this is 

the unavoidable aspect in fatiguing occupational tasks. 

To compare the performance of the ecp approach, the use of Cappizi and 

Masarotto [227] (mphase1) approach for another non-parametric multivariate 

changepoint analysis method was also investigated. Similar to the ecp approach, 

their methodology was applied to the median filtered data. This control chart is 

based on fitting a regression model on the transformed time-ordered data with 

a fixed sample size using multivariate signed ranks of the Mahalanobis depths. 

However, based on the outcomes, the approach of Matterson and James [209] is 

preferred since it 

(a) results in a more limited number of changepoints, highlighting more (prac-
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tically) significant changes in the gait parameters. This result was some

what surprising since we used the default settings for the approach of 

Capizzi and Masarotto [227], which prevents having changepoints within 

5 windows. Note that this result holds true even when we adjusted the 

a: = 0.001 instead of the default of a: = 0.05 in the mphase 1 method (with

out adjusting the ecp method since it does not allow for adjusting the false 

alarm rate); and 

(b) is more computationally efficient. It had a shorter run time than the other 

approach. 

Fatigue recovery trend is correlated with physiologic and demographic at

tributes, e.g. experience level, age, body weight, anatomical structure and hy

dration status [228, 226], providing a justification to pursue time series cluster

ing for discovering a relationship between demographic and anthropometric 

attributes with the change in body movement characteristics during the process 

of fatigue accumulation. Additionally, the effects of localized muscle fatigue 

have been shown to be dependant on age, with more substantial effects among 

the younger individuals [160]. Among the available time series data mining 

and clustering approaches, e.g. partitioning, hierarchical, density-based, etc., 

the choice of hierarchical was examined [229]. The motive was the capability of 

this method in handling the time series with unequal length which is the case in 

gait time series data, i.e. a different number of gait strides are detected because 

of variations in the walking pace of individuals and/or their task completion 

time. 

This research was unique in that profile monitoring for body fatigue analysis 

has not been studied previously, however, some limitations exist. The signifi-
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cance of detected changepoints is an unsolved issue for unsupervised change

point detection models which needs to be addressed by a proper validation. 

The degree of manual work experience varied across the participants in that the 

experimental task might be a routine job duty for a skillful worker, but caus

ing higher physical tension for less experienced students so that can affect the 

induced fatigue level. Additionally, the fatigue level arose through our exper

iments was lacking enough intensity and the task type was not specialized in 

terms of age and gender which may not resemble the condition of the real man

ufacturing environments with an exhaustive eight-hour work shift. 

5.5 Conclusions 

The multivariate profile monitoring and changepoint analysis method utilized 

in this study was able to identify the multiple changepoints over the course of 

a prolonged occupational task using the stride features of movement trajectory. 

The outcomes were promising in terms of early detection of the onset of fatigue 

compared to the subjective indications to prevent the detrimental safety and 

health-related consequences. A meaningful dependency was observed between 

the demographic characteristics with the pattern of change in gait movement 

over time. Further research is demanded to accomplish more quantitative anal

ysis of the significance of fatigue start point predictability and the association of 

demographic information with the variation pattern in prolonged gait using a 

larger number of participants. 



Conclusions 

Unobtrusive wearable sensing devices play a key role in health and safety infor

mation technology for an accurate and reliable quantification and monitoring of 

human physical exposure and fatigue in daily activities. A framework is desired 

for on-body sensor layout optimization through sensor data fusion and upper 

extremity kinematics estimation from lower body sensing information, for fa

tigued vs. non-fatigued state prediction using the main on-body sensing unit 

with the highest prediction power, and for monitoring and prediction of fatigue 

state start point to prevent safety incidents. 

6.1 Summary of Outcomes 

The present studies provide four important steps required to develop an ad

vanced human safety surveillance system using wearable sensors to avoid sub

stantial economic and health-related consequences pertaining to the daily occu

pational activities. First, detailed trajectory-based kinematics from the wearable 

IMU compared to the "gold standard" marker-based motion capture system 
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showed the competent validity of the kinematics estimation algorithm used in 

this study. Second, the proposed estimation and sensor fusion technique were 

able to track the upper body kinematics, i.e. trunk posture and hip acceleration, 

from an IMU attached to the ankle using Kalman filter, which can be utilized to 

optimize the on-body wearable sensors layout. Third, the presented template 

matching pattern recognition and machine learning technique showed promi

nent classification results on the gait-related kinematic features captured from 

foot between fatigued and non-fatigued states. This can be served as a practical 

framework for predicting realistically induced fatigue through daily occupa

tional activities using only a single sensor. Fourth, a multivariate profile mon

itoring was employed to predict fatigue start point through gait trajectory pa

rameters in foot across the duration of a prolonged occupational task, showing 

promising outcomes for early detection and prevention of fatigue in individu

als based on their subjective indications as well as insights to the contribution 

of demographic factors in the time series pattern of kinematic characteristics. 

6.2 Contributions 

The current Ph.D. dissertation aims to bridge the gap between data science and 

human activity monitoring with a focus on physical fatigue detection and mon

itoring from changes in gait characteristics through unobtrusive wearable sens

ing devices. Arguments are provided below to discuss how the present thesis 

contributed to the multidisciplinary realm of safety and health data science. 

1. There used to be a lack of comprehensive data for human subjects in oc

cupational simulated activities. The underlying data in this thesis was 

collected by the author by conducting experiments consisted of simulated 
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manufacturing tasks on participants with different levels of manual work 

experience. The participants were equipped with multiple sensors diverse 

both in locality and type. This dataset provides researchers with a rich 

multidimensional source to explore and extract physical and physiolog

ical information suited for their specific research goals or extending the 

present line of research. To do so, the methods of data processing pro

posed in this dissertation can certainly serve them as a substantial help. 

2. A substantial challenge in the use of sensory devices and monitoring sys

tems in daily activities is maintaining the unobtrusiveness and optimal

ity of on-body sensors combination to increase the stakeholders and pa

tients adherence to the monitoring and rehabilitation procedures. Despite 

the development and widely practice of optimal estimation methods in 

the aerospace and military research, limited evidence of their application 

is reported in the human activity monitoring using wearable sensors for 

optimizing sensors combination. An algorithm was designed and imple

mented in this dissertation for human movement estimation utilizing one 

sensor as the input. A time series representation of body movement pa

rameters in gait was introduced to be used in the data fusion procedure. 

The demonstrated feasibility of body kinematic estimations can serve as 

an inspiration for the researchers to synthesize novel research questions 

for estimating body physical and physiological parameters. Additionally, 

the periodic time series representation of gait parameters can be employed 

as a simple model to express other harmonic life measures [230]. 

3. The current state-of-the-art methods in human gait analysis include the 

use of marker-based camera systems for segmental body motion track-
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ing, force plates in ground reaction force measurement for body kinetic 

analysis through reverse dynamic, and EMG sensors for muscle activity 

measurements. The common issues among such devices are their costly 

equipment, difficult-to-use framework and immobile structure unfit for 

out-of-lab daily activity monitoring. Portable devices have been widely 

used in recent years for activity monitoring with a focus on overall task 

identification or general activeness monitoring. A lack of research effort 

was being felt for a detailed and comprehensive segment-oriented move

ment trajectory tracking. In this thesis, a systematic algorithm has been 

devised, implemented and validated for automatic gait cycle identifica

tion and segmentation through only one non-intrusive inertial sensor. The 

idea of this methodology was inspired and developed from the fact that 

human gait cycle entails a periodic pattern which is consistent for walking 

in any condition and speed, i.e. double hump appearance in acceleration 

profile due to the heel strike and toe off phases of the foot. The method 

was able to identify these patterns using a stepwise search-based algo

rithm [99]. 

4. A proper monitoring scheme for human activity is essential, which has 

originally been designed and explored in non-safety and -health research 

areas. This idea was implemented in the present dissertation for human 

gait parameters monitoring during a prolonged occupational activity. The 

promising results in identifying the locations of change in stride features 

and providing insights into the correlation of personal characteristics with 

the pattern of these changes over time can direct the researchers toward 

employing such tools in different activity monitoring setups. 
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6.3 Limitations and Future Directions 

As the first attempt to develop a safety monitoring framework, limitations ex

ist that make this line of research extendable in future studies. First, the in

tention of present studies was to employ full-time manufacturing workforce to 

explore the physical responses in a realistic condition, however, not completely 

accomplished due to the unavailability or unwillingness of individuals in the 

local industry to participate despite the advertisements and invitations. Sec

ond, considering the body's circadian rhythm and its effect on physical energy 

and performance of individuals, the experimental sessions should have been 

randomized in each day. Third, besides the subjective indications for fatigue 

used in these studies, physiological validation, e.g. EMG measurements, need 

to be incorporated in the future research. Fourth, alternative methods for seg

mentation of gait cycles can be examined in the future, i.e. spectral analysis of 

gait cycles for segmentation through fast Fourier transform (FFT) [231]. 

The availability of inertial sensors within the smartphones and other smart 

wearable devices provides a valuable opportunity for examining the signif

icance of features extracted from such devices in distinguishing altered and 

monitoring abnormal gait parameters. This framework can be capitalized by 

different industrial administrative boards to simultaneously monitor and man

age the safety incidents induced by physical fatigue in their personnel. In ad

dition, the proposed methodology with detailed kinematic analysis can be em

ployed in the health sector for post-treatment monitoring of patients with vari

ous locomotion-related disorders. Forasmuch as the wearable sensors incorpo

rate complex and noisy data, specifically for casually worn smartphones, noise 

reduction algorithms and image-based invariant gait recognition and feature 
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extraction methods should be pursued [232, 233, 234]. 
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All projects are open source and available online at 

https : //github . com/AmirBGitHub. 

https://github.com/AmirBGitHub
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